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INTRODUCTION
My period of tenure as Indian Claims Commissioner has witnessed the acceptance, by both the Government and the Indian people, of the principle of negotiated
settlements of Indian claims, A Joint Committee of Cabinet Ministers and the
National Indian Brotherhood has, for some time, been overseeing work on processes
through which such an objective might be achieved, Under the direction of this
Committee, the Canadian Indian Rights Commission will soon be in operation. This
new approach, which originated through discussions between my Office and Indian
leaders during 1974, is designed to facilitate the co-operative resolution of claims
issues. It is clear to me that such a process is essential if the sense of grievance and /
frustration which is the root of many Indian claims is to be alleviated.
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The climate for redress of Indian grievances has not always been so propitious.
The Office of Indian Claims Commissioner was proposed in the 1969 White Paper
on Indian Policy. When I was appointed to the position in late 1969, Indian
opposition to the White Paper was powerful and growing. The Office of Commissioner was rejected by Indian leaders because it was seen as a creature of the White
Paper and because the Commission's terms of reference appeared to preclude any
examination of the question of aboriginal rights.
In light of the situation, various courses of action were possible. The Commission could have folded up and left matters completely unresolved and bitterly
contentious. It could have forged ahead, despite the opposition, held hearings,
conducted research, and produced the conventional variety of report, all in the
absence of real input from Indian people. Instead, the Commission adopted an
,informal, responsive and consultative mode in attempting to help the Government
and the Indians achieve a better understanding of the matters in question and work
towards a mutually agreeable mechanism for their resolution.

In view of the circumstances, I decided to operate with one very close associate,
my executive director, Mr. Brian Pratt, from headquarters away from Ottawa and
jointly with my continuing responsibilities at the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon. It was decided that we should respond to Indian invitations to us, that we
should attend personally to these invitations, and that we should submit views and,
recommendations on the issues and on processes for their eventual resolution from
time to time as the situation developed. It was also decided to develop a Research

Resource Centre and a small administrative unit in Ottawa.
Many issues, large and small, from all parts of Canada, were examined.
Representations were made to Government on the aboriginal and treaty rights issues,
on a large number of band claims, ort research funds for Indian organizations, on
Indian access to Government files and on other concerns. Gradually, progress was
made on understanding the issues involved and on considering means for resolving
them.

e ro e 0 ten Ian alms ommlsslOn us evo ve m 0 one c arac enze
by a variety of functions: chairman of negotiations, facilitator, mediator, middleman,
ombudsman, prodder, sounding board. Sometimes specific questions required
immediate resolution, but more often it was a matter of the general framework
within which on-going issues between the Indians of Canada and the Government
could be identified and resolved.
My approach to my mandate has been unorthodox and under the circumstances
it is inappropriate to produce the normal type of Commission report. It is my view
that a single set of formal recommendations by a third party could not do much at
this stage to advance the problems presented to me for consideration. My goal has
been to try to lay a base for effective resolution by helping the primary parties, the
Indians and the Government, to come to a better understanding of each other's
views. My reporting has been done through numerous speeches, submissions and
discussions on various issues. The staff at the Research Resource Centre in Ottawa
brought together the following excerpts from these presentations to provide a
representative sample of the work of my Commission, when it has taken written
form. It is impossible to convey an adequate impression of the scope and value of the
many informal meetings and conversations we have had with Indians and government personnel. A complete set of my written representations will, of course, be
lodged with the Public Archives of Canada, and will be available to the new Canadian
Indian Rights Commission.
It is clear that most Indian claims are not simple issues of contractual dispute to
be resolved through conventional methods of arbitration and adjudication. They are
the most visible part of the much, much more complex question of the relationship
between the original inhabitants of this land and the powerful cultures which moved
in upon them. That the past relationship has been unsatisfactory both for them and
for us cannot be in dispute. There are too many well-documented cases where we
failed to live up to obligations which we presumably entered with good faith, and
which Indians accepted with equal or greater faith. Satisfactory settlement of these
obligations can help provide the means for Indians to regain their independence and
play their rightful role as a participating partner in the Canadian future. The claims
business is no less than the task of redefining and redetermining the place of Indian
people within Canadian society. They themselves are adamant that this shall be
done, not unilaterally as in the past, but with them as the major partner in the
enterprise.
Achievement of this goal will require major modifications to the processes of
government which have been evolved to deal with Indian people. It will no longer
suffice for governments to manage so many aspects of their lives. Increasingly,
Indians are demanding and achieving the right and the responsibility for management of their own affairs. Effective resolution of claims can provide resources and
political power to Indian people on a basis that will contribute to their real
independence. Anything less than this will make a mockery of the processes now in
play and will simply sow the seeds for another hundred years of grief. I remain
optimistic, but patience and good will must exist in abundance. The issues will not be
solved either easily or quickly and the processes of resolution must be fair and
equitable if the agreements reached are to be durable.
I will not be directly involved in the work of the Canadian Indian Rights
Commission which will carryon where I left off. However, I remain deeply
concerned about the future of Indian relationships with other Canadians and I will
2

be available to' assist in whatever way I can. I wish my successors well. It is an area
of endeavour of high moral purpose. The issues involve no less a matter than the
survival of Canada's original inhabitants and a measure of us as a people and a
nation in the world.

I am grateful to my administrative personnel; to the staff at my Research
Resource Centre, under the direction of Dr: Stewart Raby; and to Professor Kenneth
Lysyk and, later, Professor Kenneth Norman, my legal counsel. I have appreciated
their loyalty and support through trying circumstances. I am particularly indebted to
Mr. Brian Pratt, without whom my work would have been impossible.
I am indebted to the Indian people I have met and come to know during the
course of my Commission. They have taught me many invaluable lessons about life,
lessons that could not have been learned had I not known them.
Lastly, I am grateful to a Government which provided me with substantial
freedom of action in this most complex activity.

3

STATEMENTS AND SUBMISSIONS

I

Native Aspirations and Canadian Society

In a letter to the Prime Minister, dated the 30th of October, 1974, the
Commissioner wrote:
Underlying all claims in all parts of the country is the Indian contention that
they have a right to continuing special status within this country. Right or wrong,
this position is the bedrock foundation of Indian self-perception. Without this, they
feel they will lose their identity and with it the potentiality for building their
communities into healthy, viable elements in Canadian society. I think there is no
doubt that they will persevere in this conviction.

2

These remarks to the Prime Minister convey the essence of a speech given on
The Basis for Native Claims in Canada in Yellowknife in October, 1974. Addressing
the Rotary Club, Dr. Barber said:
Since my appointment as Indian Claims Commissioner, I have had the opportunity to carry out extensive studies and discussions with native people about their
claims. I have spent a great deal of time trying to understand the basis for these
claims, and it has led me to the strong conviction that there has always been a
serious fundamental difference between our views on what is right and desirable and
the native view on what is right and desirable in the relationship between native
~
people and the larger Canadian society.
Traditionally, our view has always been that native people must play our game,
essentially by the same rules, with some help from us but on a gratuitous basis. This
point of view is woven throughout the entire history of Indian affairs in Canada,
although there have been times when the Government has tended to be less
aggressive about integration and felt that the best policy was to separate Indians as
far as possible from the mainstream of Canadian society. While direct integration
hasn't worked in the past, there is still a great tendency to see it as the only realistic

I
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approach to Indian affairs in Canada. Those who advocate a continuation of this
policy hold that the goal of equality for Indian people, with assistance from
Government, can be achieved. While they would acknowledge that the game is
heavily loaded against native people because of cultural and educational differences
and so on, they appear to feel that native people can be given enough special
assistance to enable them to compete effectively as ordinary Canadians within the
framework of conventional political and economic activity in Canada.
I think there was a time when I held this view myself. However, since I have
become involved in native claims, I have come to see that native people simply do not
buy our basic assumptions about what is right and what is workable. As I understand
it, they are saying to us, first of all, that because of their original land rights they
have an ownership and right to direct participation in resource development and a
high degree of political autonomy within the larger society. This right derives, of
course, from their original occupation of Canada before Europeans came. They are
saying that they are a. distinct and, in some ways, separate people who must have a
special status within our country. Secondly, I think they are saying that as a
practical matter, no matter how hard we try, it is simply not feasible to think that
native people can be brought into our game just like us when they start with such
basic differences in culture and so heavily disadvantaged from the standpoint of
economic and political power.
This basic idea of a right and a need for substantial resources and self-determination is not unique to the Northwest Territories. Native people in all parts of the
country are working from this same basic position in the wide variety of claims that
are being put forward. It is my impression that this has always been very much at
the root of the Indian view, but until recently they have not had the political power
to put their case forward with full force. We should not, however, think that it is
anything new or that it is something created by a new generation of Indian leaders or
that it is something that developed because the Government decided to support the
development of native organizations. When you study the history of native affairs in
~ Canada it becomes quite appare~t that this position has been held fro~ the start and
""~has merely been dormant waltmg for artICulate polItICal leadershIp. I am qUIte
convinced that native people have always seen the rest of us as intruders in a land
which was entirely theirs, and while they have been powerless to do much about it,
they nevertheless hold views and feelings which are very similar to the views of
previously colonized but now emerging nations in the Third World, or to the
aspirations of various peoples around the world who feel that their original sovereignty has not been respected.
All the while that native people have been harbouring their firm belief in their
right to identity as a special people, we have tended to assume that they were merely
a poverty problem on the periphery of our affairs in Canada. While a study of
history can do much to show why native people have always held these views, the
important thing is that we start to listen now. As close as some of us have been to
native people over the years, we really haven't been listening. As we begin to listen
now we will find many things that may be difficult to accept initially, but which
finally will be seen to have considerable merit.
One of the things that we must face at the outset is that, while we have always
talked in terms of integration and equality, the fact is that we are co-existing with
6

native people in this country; we are separate; and they do have a special status
under our constitution, through law, and through Government policy. So when native
people talk in terms of some degree of separateness and special status, they are not
really suggesting something new but, rather, new forms of the basic relationship that
has always existed between them and other Canadians. I believe that we have been
ignoring a basic reality which must be accepted before we can accomplish much in
the way of viable relationships. We may not think that separateness is desirable, but
we must accept that it exists, and it may be that new and healthier forms of it may
be necessary before we can really come closer together with native people.
Seen as an effort to maintain their identity, the history of native communities in
Canada is a remarkable story of the fight for survival of a greatly outnumbered
people who have tenaciously stuck to their identity, even though it has meant a great
deal of hardship.

I

One of the responses I hear from non-natives who are thinking about this
situation is that the country was in fact conquered by Europeans, without any
significant wars or bloodshed, but nevertheless conquered, and native people should
accept this and give up any aspirations they may have had to a continuation of their
traditional place in Canada. I find this point of view a little hard to accept myself on
at least a couple of counts.
Any of you who may have seen the recent film White Dawn will know of one
symbolic story of how native people initially opened their doors and provided a great
deal of assistance to newcomers. I think this is not an aberration in Canadian history
but, in fact, a consistent pattern in the first meetings between Europeans and native
people in this country. For us to have accepted their generosity and their assistance,
to have accepted their basic concept of sharing, and then to later claim that we were
in fact conquerors in disguise and that they really have no rights seems to me
immense hypocrisy.
Another aspect of the history of European contact with native people is that we
recognized in the early stages their substantial right to land in the country and their
right to govern their own affairs. Over the years, we have whittled away at these
rights to the point where there is often very little left. Native people are now saying
to us that they want a recovery of the basic rights that we recognized at the outset.
Finally, as a practical matter, I don't think it is of much use to argue at this
point that native people were conqueredand,have no rights. The fact of the matter is
that they do not feel they were conquered, 'they have not consciously or willingly
given up nearly as much as we have assumed, and they are simply not prepared to
accept assumptions of this sort. They are saying that this was originally their
country, that we have either never made a satisfactory deal with them or we have not
lived up to the spirit of the deals we did make, as in the treaty areas, and that we
rimst do so now in terms which are acceptable in this day and age.
Perhaps they are asking us to think about how we would deal with a situation
where Canada found a hitherto undiscovered island populated by people who lived
off the land, and Canada wished to extend its sovereignty to the island. How would
we deal with this kind of a situation today? Would we ignore the rights of the people
who lived there, or would we accept their basic rights and work out an arrangement
which was fully satisfactory to both sides? Some would say that this example is
completely irrelevant because contact occurred many, many years ago in Canada
7
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and that is all water under the bridge. Well, we all know we can't turn back the
clock, but we must accept that we have some unfinished business and native people
are asking us to look at it in a light which recognizes their original .free and
independent sway over this vast country.
In thinking along these lines, Indian leaders have brought to my attention
several examples of Indian self-determination under the jurisdiction of a larger
power. For example, my understanding is that certain tribes of Indians in the United
States, notably the Navaho, have a substantial degree of autonomy in their own
affairs. For example, I believe they run their own court system. Other examples have
pointed to the idea of domestic nations and protectorates of various kinds. Still other
examples which they advance point out that within our constitution we grant a high
degree of autonomy to provincial and municipal governments. None of these models
is necessarily appropriate, but we must accept that native people are seriously talking
about a distinctly different place within Canadian society, and opportunity for
greater self-determination and a fair share of resources, based on their original
rights. No doubt this will require new and special forms of institutions which will
need to be recognized as part of our political framework.
In thinking about native aspirations, I think it is quite relevant to look at the
aspirations of French Canadians. In many ways, French Canadians have held similar
political and economic aspirations, in that they have always insisted on having a
substantial resource base and running their own affairs as much as possible. For
them, it has worked out reasonably well because they are substantial in numbers,
concentrated largely in one geographical area, and have had the political muscle to
make it possible for them to achieve many of their objectives through provincial
status. Indians, I am sure, would say that they have every bit as much right, not as
one of the founding races but as the founding race in Canada, to be able to satisfy
their aspirations in this respect, although I would not want to suggest that provincial
status is something that they have in mind or that it would be at all workable.
But in mentioning provincial status, another parallel comes to mind. It seems to
me that native aspirations in the Northwest Territories are not s~bstantially different
from the aspirations of other northerners who want provincial status. Such status
would give, in effect, the right to own and run that part of the country. Native
leaders are talking in exactly these terms and, while I appreciate that there is a
substantial racial element in their 'position, it is at root based on aspirations similar
to those close to the hearts of all northerners.
Another point of view with which I am often confronted in reaction to the native
position is that all of us, native and other Canadians, have come to the part of
Canada we live in from somewhere else and that native people should not have any
more rights than the Scots, or the Ukrainians, or the Chinese, who have come to
Canada more recently. There is, of course, one major difference. Native people in
Canada resided here for a substantial period of time before European contact. All of
us who have come subsequently did so of our own free will, knowing the government
and the rules under which we would live. This is not the case with native people.
They were here and we imposed ourselves upon them.
Still others are skeptical that native people can really assume the responsibility
that goes with considerable resources and autonomy. This viewpoint usually rests on
the history of native affairs in Canada and I think that one must note that a lack of
8

resources and. autonomy ,has not permitted any significant demonstration· of their

capacity to cope with economic and political independence. From where I sit, I can
say most strongly that I think there is no doubt that they can cope perfectly well if
they have the resources and control over their own lives. The leadership will develop
if the opportunity is there. Already, we have in many Indian leaders in this country
an indication of the sincerity, dedication and capability needed to face today's
problems.
What are the implications of all this for non-native northerners and for
non-native people across Canada? If there is a fear that our style may be cramped a
bit in the future, I think it is well-founded. If we are to deal fairly with native people,
it must mean that they are given the type of power in economic and political terms
which will make things more difficult for us in some ways. Notably, the development
of the North and other remote parts of Canada may become more difficult from the
standpoint of non-native people. But we have to face this. And I think it can be
argued that ultimately there are benefits to us, as well, in that we will be living with
much healthier native communities, better able to contribute to the society of which
they form a part.
If we don't face up to it, I think it is clear that native people will feel forced to
extreme action in order to achieve what they believe to be, and what seems to an
increasing number of other Canadians to be, a legitimate aspiration. The activism
which we have seen building elsewhere in Canada should not be taken lightly. I think
it is symptomatic of a greater awareness and confidence amongst native people as
well as a great deal of growing impatience. There are many good manifestations of
these characteristics in terms of building native communities, and the actions which
we have seen recently are only one element of dramatic change in the native
situation in the country.
I want to make it absolutely clear that I am in no way advocating militancy and
certainly not violence, but I think that the degree of militancy and extremist
measures around the world should tell us that if we don't take the legitimate
concerns of native people seriously, we should not be surprised if extremism, which
we smugly feel is the problem of the Irish or the Americans, becomes our problem in
a real and direct way. We have had a relatively placid, peaceful history in Canada
but it is not impossible to imagine the frustrations of a re-awakened people leading to
extremes that could make Canada a less pleasant place in which to live.
I think those of you who know me will appreciate that I am not inclined to e
pessimistic by nature and that I am not a preacher of doom and gloom. These
comments are, I believe, a realistic appraisal of the world we live in. I view our
Indian situation in Canada as one of emergency proportions needing the highest
priority of attention.
In a more general vein, I think that we are coming to a time in the world when
the countries that have the lion's share of resources and wealth must become
prepared to share much more, or we will fac~ the wrath of those who are less
fortunate but are becoming more aware of the imbalance in the allocation of the
world's resources. If we are not prepared to adopt more ora sharing attitude we must
be prepared at some time in the future to face substantial political, if not military,
challenges. In this context, we might well view our relationship with native people as
a first step in recognizing that sharing, perhaps in the sense that native peoples tend
to think of it, must become more a part of our way of life.
9

In my view, the settlements we make with native people must have a number
one priority in this country. In. a sense, everything that happens in this country is
based on the land which they originally owned. It seems to me that this is a
fundamental point of honour to which we have been indifferent. We should not
approach settlements from the standpoint of what the budget will allow; it is quite
clear that this country can easily afford very substantial settlements. Whatever
settlements turn out to be, they should at least provide enough in the way of
resources and control to enable native people to build and sustain viable communities
as quickly as is humanly possible.
If the road to this result involves some degree of racial separation, I think we
must accept it. We already have it, and if we do not recognize the legitimate
aspirations of native people we will greatly increase it, perhaps to the point of no
return. At present, in spite of the poor relationships that we have had in the past,
there is still the hope that we can live comfortably together. In any event, we should
at least know by now that integration of native people can't be forced. The road to
eventual harmony is through their development on their terms as a distinct people
within Canada. Once this development has occurred, I have no doubt that our
common interests will begin to draw us closer together.

their land claim paper' have argued that their o~iginal rights have effectively been
removed and where restoration is not possible, they ask for compensation.
The Yukon Indians have related their claim to the fact that other Indians have
had settlements through treaty and there is good reason for negotiating a settlement
with them as well. The Government has agreed to begin negotiations with Yukon
natives.
I have recognized the need for consideration of this issue from early in my
appointment, and have made every effort to have the matter included in my terms of
reference, as requested by Indian organizations. Recently, I recommended that the
Government receive and consider the Yukon proposal for negotiations and I would
hope that this is a practical and meaningful demonstration of my belief that the
Government must negotiate with native people in areas where land rights are a
major issue. These are by far the most significant types of claim in the non-treaty
areas.

4

More recently, the Commissioner made further reference to these claims and
the Government's response to them. In an address to the Whitehorse Chamber of
Commerce on February 13th, 1975, he made the following remarks:

II

The Recognition of Aboriginal Rights

3

A survey of the varieties of native claims in Canada was presented in a brief to
the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and Northern Development of the House
of Commons on March 22nd, 1973. The Commissioner summarised the territorial
claims of native peoples in those areas of the country where there have been no
satisfactory settlements based upon aboriginal rights:
In non-treaty areas, the basic grievance advanced by the Indians is that there
has never been a satisfactory recognition of their aboriginal right to the land and,
more to the point, no settlement which recognizes this right.
The position taken, as I understand it, is simply that native people have rights to
the land which derive from original possession. Whether or not these rights have a
clear legal basis is a point of controversy which has recently been considered by the
Supreme Court but not resolved.
Apart from the legal question, however, the claim is advanced on moral and
equitable grounds. The moral argument is simply that the original native rights to
the land should have been respected or at least compensated. The B.C. Indians in
10

In any discussion of land claims and settlements it is a good idea to start with a
very basic question. Why is this country entering into such negotiations in 197 5,
hundreds of years after the first substantial contact of whites and Indians, and a
hundred years or more after the great rush of treaty-making which preceded tlie
opening of the West? Most Canadians have grown up believing that treaties and land
settlements are a thing of the past and that the many years of non-Indian occupation
of Canada, with Indian people interspersed amongst us, have put far behind us any
question of unsatisfied native rights to land. Few of us realized the extent of our
unfinished business.
Native rights in the land have been recognized in Canada from the beginning.
There have been many periods in Canadian history when these rights have not
seemed to be of major importance, but there is a consistent pattern in law and in
government policy of the recognition of these rights. And flowing from this, there are
a variety of agreements with native people in approximately half of the country.
These agreements resulted in certain special rights for Indians in exchange for their
original rights.
The concept of native title stems from a basic fact of North American history:
native peoples were the original sovereign inhabitants of this country until European
colonial powers usurped their supremacy. There is a great deal of background
concerning the concept of aboriginal rights in Canada but, from a legal standpoint,
·Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs_ Submission to the Prime Minister and Government of Canada ... as to
the Claim Based on Native Title to the Lands Now Forming British Columbia and the Waters Contained Therein or
Adjacent Thereto. Vancouver, Dec. 197!. (Presented Ottawa, 6 June 1972)

II

take their full and rightful place in Canadian society, while at the same time
enriching that society through their activity in it.

the most significant and most recent pronouncement came from the Supreme Court
early in 1973, on the claim of the Nishga Indians in British Columbia. *
Following the decision in this case, the Prime Minister, speaking to a delegation
from the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs, indicated that the Nishga
judgment had led him to modify his views on the question of native rights. He
appeared to be impressed with the judgment and remarked, "Perhaps you have more
legal rights than we thought you had .... "

5

The Government's announcement of August, 1973 did not extend formal
recognition of aboriginal rights to native peoples throughout all the non-treaty
areas. The Maritime Provinces and southern Quebec were among those excluded.
Dr. Barber presented an historical background to the general situation in eastern
Canada in a speech made on October 18th, 1974 to a Symposium on Amerindians
sponsored by the Royal Society of Canada at Courville, Quebec:

Shortly after this, the Yukon Native Brotherhood presented its paper, Together
Today for our Children Tomorrow, to the Government of Canada. In responding to
their presentation, the Prime Minister acknowledged the basic point that Indians in
the Yukon had neither been conquered nor dealt 'with concerning their basic land
rights and agreed to undertake negotiations with the Indians concerning these rights.
In August of 1973, Mr. Chretien, then Minister of Indian Affairs, announced a
Government policy which extended the proposition enunciated in February for the
Yukon to several other large areas in Canada which had not been covered by
agreements or treaties with respect to original native title. These additional areas are
British Columbia, part of the Northwest Territories and northern Quebec. The
policy reaffirmed the Government's recognition of its continuing responsibility for
Indian and Inuit people under the British North America Act and referred to the
Royal Proclamation of 1763 as "a basic declaration of the Indian people's interests
in the land in this country". For these areas the Government offered to negotiate and
enshrine in legislation settlements involving compensation and benefits in return for
the native interest in the land. In taking this stand it expressed the awareness that
"the claims are not
only for money
and land, but involve the loss
of a way of life'.'.
----..- -.. - '.
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In the Maritimes, the Indians claim that title to their land was not extinguished
by the few treaties made in the area. As one proof of this, they point to the lack of
any compensation unlike some other treaties, both pre- and post-Confederation.
While the Maritime region was under French control, the resident Micmac and
Malecite Indians were allies of the French. When Acadia was ceded to the British in
1713, the British claimed that the resident Indians thereby became their subjects and
that title to their lands fell to the British Crown. Both the French and the Indians
denied these assertions. The French maintained that the Indians had been allies, not
subjects, of the King of France. The French could not, according to that reasoning,
have transferred to Britain a sovereignty and land title which they did not hold
themselves.
To date, the issue of aboriginal claims in the Maritimes has neither been fully
acknowledged nor repudiated. The Union of Nova Scotia Indians has advanced a
strong position asserting their right to be included within the aboriginal rights
negotiation process. The Federal Government policy on these issues, enunciated in
August, 1973, is:

~~'"-.--'"-~~----"'"~

Clearly, the Canadian Government has chosen to recognize the long-standing
practice of dealing with Indians in Canada concerning their original entitlements. It
would appear, then, that the question before the people of Canada at this time is not
whether or not there should be settlements but, rather, what form these settlements
should take to ensure healthy, viable relationships between Indians and non-Indians
in the future. It is painfully apparent that the treaty settlements engineered in the
late 19th century have not accomplished this. A hundred years later we are dealing
witlj ..!!...mul'h.l!)ore enlightened non-Indian--pOpiifation and a much more aware aria
'articulate India~latiuJr."lt"opefully It IS wIthin our power ani'l-aomryTo'crea"ie'
-"anlriffipJ'emenCsettIemen!s wnich will provide an opportunity for Indian people to

In all these cases where the traditional interest in land has not been formally
dealt with, the Government affirms its willingness to do so and accepts in principle
that the loss and relinquishment of that interest ought to be compensated.

j

"'The Nishga Indians sought through the courts for a judicial declaration that their aboriginal titlc had nevcr been
surrendered by treaty or otherwise extinguished. The case, Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, was first
heard in the British Columbia Supreme Court in 1969. Dismissed by that court, it was appealed to the British Columbia
Court of Appeal where it was again dismissed. Finally, it was taken to the Supreme Court of Canada where, in January,
1973, seven judges divided four to three against the Nishga claim. Six of the bench supported the notion of an aboriginal
title "dependent upon the good will of the Sovereign", but there was no agreement on the fundamental questions of how
such rights might be extinguished or evaluate.d.
Three of the judges held that ,aboriginal rights are without value unless the government obliges itself to pay by
enacting compensation legislation. They also held that such rights can be extinguished implicitly through land legislation
necessarily denying their continued existence. Three other judges declared that aboriginal rights cannot be extinguished
without compensation or without specific direct legislation removing the right to compensation. Occupation, they said,
was a proof of the continucd existence of aboriginal rights and the Nishga appear to have been in possession of the Nass
Valley from time immemorial; they have never made any surrender agrecment with the Crown.
The Nishga lost their case on the col!ateral and technical point that the issue could only propcrly come before the
court with provincial authorization. The substantive issue as to whether the Nishga have aboriginal rights remains
unresolved by the courts, as it does for all other n(ltive people.s in Canada pursuing aboriginal rights claims.

:1
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There are other areas of the country where no treaties of surrender were entered
into, such as southern Quebec and the Atlantic provinces. The Government's view is
that land claims in these areas are of a different. character from those referred to
earlier in this statement. The Indian people have submitted claims respecting their
interests in land in these areas and the Government is examining them. The
Government is providing funds to enable them to undertake the necessary research.
6

On this matter the Commissioner held extensive discussions with representatives of the Union of Nova Scotia Indians. In support of the Indians' position, he
wrote to the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs on the 20th of January, 1975:
So far there has been little or no movement on the aboriginal claim of the
Micmacs, although I understand that in informal discussions with them there have

i
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been Government suggestions that they may have to go to court to prove their case.
While there may be some question about the legal status of their rights, that seems
to me to be beside the point. There is question about the legal status of the rights of
Indians in northern Quebec, British Columbia, the Yukon and the Northwest
Territories but this has not prevented negotiations from going ahead in these areas.
If, for example, the Government had wanted to find legal argument for not
I ) negotiating with Indians in British Columbia, the Calder case could have provided as
I much support for the position that aboriginal rights had been extinguished in British
Columbia as against it.

payments and retained some reserve land, and the right to hunt and fish on
unoccupied Crown land. However, as settlement moved westward, there developed a
substantial concern about the problems of adjustment faced by native people when
settlement came upon them. The treaties gradually evolved to a format where the
Government agreed to additional provisions for health, education and economic
development. For the Metis, lands were set aside in settlement of their claims,
though they lacked the benefit of subsequent government protection and much was
soon lost.

*
i

The treaties covered Indian people in Ontario, the Prairie Provinces, the
Northwest Territories, and parts of British Columbia. For status Indians in the

Clearly, the Government's policy to negotiate with non-treaty Indians and with
the Inuit is not based on a definitive resolution of the legal issues but, rather, in the
words of the 1973 policy, that " ... the Government wants to reassure the native
people concerned, and the people of Canada generally, that its policy in this regard is
an expression of acknowledged responsibility ... ".

treaty areas, grievances relate primarily to the various provisions of the treaties.

One type of reserve land grievance arises in the northern parts of the treaty
areas, where some bands have not yet received their full reserve land entitlement. It
is acknowledged that there are cases where additional reserve land is due, but the
extent and location of the land can be very problematical. The treaties call for a
certain number of acres per capita, but do not specify the year for selection of the
population base. A further complication arises from the fact that while the Federal
Government has the responsibility for administering the treaty provisions, it is the
Provinces which hold the title to the land that will be turned into Indian reserves.
The Provinces are bound by federal-provincial agreements to make land available,
but the resolution of these issues may be difficult if all three parties do not agree on
the interpretation of the treaty provision. Still other grievances have to do with the
exact nature of Indian rights on reserve land. There are questions about mineral
rights, timber rights, water rights and foreshore rights.

It seems to me that it would be inconsistent to leave the Atlantic provinces (and
southern Quebec Indians) outside of the policy applying to all others who have not
yet had treaty. The outcome would be that every other part of the country would
have been dealt with, either through treaty or through comprehensive settlements
now being negotiated. I think it is quite pointless to argue with these Indians that
their status is different because of earlier French occupation of these areas. Their
position is, quite simply, that they have never surrendered their original rights to any
power, and as evidence 'they point to the fact that they were neither conquered in war
nor received any compensation for their rights.

III

Treaty provisions for hunting and fishing are also of central interest. Most of
the treaties specified that Indians could hunt and fish for subsistence on unoccupied
Crown land, subject to federal regulations. Many Indians feel that these provisions
have not been adhered to, and there have been a number of court cases which have
effectively challenged the jurisdiction of provincial hunting laws over Indians. Others
state that broader rights were promised them than are contained in the written

Treaty Claims

treaties.

There are also crucial issues· of education, health, taxation and economic
development. The treaty documents are often restrictive though sometimes vague on
these points. However, in this too the Indians cite many instances of recorded verbal
promises which suggest that they were led to understand that the deal was substantially different from the one recorded by the Government. For example, in negotiating Treaty No.8 for northern Alberta, the Commissioners' published report [1899]
stated that the Indians were assured that the treaty did not "open the way to the
imposition of any tax". But there is no mention of tax exemption in the treaty
document. The report also stated that "the Government would always be ready to
avail itself of any opportunity of affording medical service ... ", and yet there is no

7

A second group oj claims pertains to the treaties made between the Government
and the Indian people. These were detailed by the Commissioner Jor the Standing
Committee on Indian AJJairs and Northern Development in its March, 1973
proceedings:
The most significant early pronouncement on the subject of Indian rights in
Canada was contained in the Royal Proclamation of 1763. This document provided
for the protection of Indian lands from settlers until such time as the Indian rights to
the land had been surrendered to the Crown. It provided a basis for the many
subsequent treaties whereby Indian and, in one case, Metis land rights over vast
territories were removed, and the Crown created reserves and made a variety of
promises. The first of these treaties were carried out in southern Ontario, and were
very simple in format. The Indians there simply surrendered their rights for cash
14

similar pronouncement in the treaty.
-~

I hope this will give you some impression of the types of grievances that are held
by the two hundred or so bands in the treaty areas. Those that I have cited relate
indirectly to specific provisions of the treaties or the Indian Act. I should also note,
however, that many Indians are challenging the treaties in an even more fundamental way, suggesting that there was a high degree of injustice or misunderstanding in
15
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or examp e,

n lans in the' Northwest

Territories insist that they understood the agreements to be peace treaties, with no
provision for the surrender of their rights to use the land. In Manitoba, Indians are
concerned that their treaties call for reserves only about one-quarter the size of those
established before and after theirs in neighbouring provinces. These are but two of
many questions being raised about the fairness and validity of the agreements.

8

The relation of treaty claims to the comprehensive settlements being sought
and discussed in non-treaty parts of Canada was one theme in a paper presented to
a conference of Canadian Newspaper Managing Editors in Regina on the 27th of
May, 1976:
To many people, the present-day comprehensive land settlements such as James
Bay, Alaska and those contemplated in the Yukon and Northwest Territories hold
out promise for new and productive Indian development. But these settlements will
not apply to the one-half of Canada's Indian population who are covered by treaty.
So, what are we to make of treaties that are more than a hundred years old in
comparison to the modern settlements? Some people suggest that the treaties will
need to be renegotiated to bring them up to the standard of modern settlements.
However, the Government has strongly resisted the idea of renegotiating the treaties
and interestingly enough, many treaty Indians are of the same mind but for different
reasons. The fact is that many Indian leaders in the treaty areas are disdainful or
disinterested in settlements like James Bay. This is surprising to those who regard
the treaties as "not worth the paper they are written on" but, as so often happens,
our ignorance of the real nature of Indian thinking and the Indian issues misleads us.
We read the treaty documents and we read the James Bay agreement and, in our
terms, tend to regard the treaties as clearly inferior.
The problem is that we start from a completely different history and set of
values, where dollars and corporations and land and relationships with government
have quite different significance for us and for Indian people. Furthermore, nonIndians tend to confine their interest to a comparison of the written word and the
legal obligations it describes. To Indians the treaties are much more. When treaties
were written, Indian people depended exclusively on the spoken word. They had no
appreciation of the written word, of legal contract nor of all the connotations of
these, so the treaties to them were the summation of all they saw and heard during
the negotiations. Thus the spirit of the treaties, sacred then, has been inherited by
current-day Indians-not the letter of the written word. Contemporary research is
beginning to indicate a clearer picture of what Indians understood the treaties to
mean. In many cases it is fundamentally different from what the Government
officials recorded.

I,
i
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Taken across the country, treaties have many facets. Treaty negotiations were
often cast under conditions which resulted in pressure and exploitation of Indian
disadvantages. In some cases, they tended to be almost unilateral Government acts
motivated by expediency. There was misrepresentation and misunderstanding to th~
16

extent that, in some instances, there was probably no real agreement. Extensive
promises were made but not recorded. Other promises were recorded but heavily
qualified. Some of the written promises are quite ambiguous. Others have clearly not
been fulfilled. There are instances where Bands were not suitably represented. There
are gross inequities in the promises from one treaty to another. In the earlier treaties,

in particular, Indians advance the claim that the compensation for the rights they
gave up was inequitable and unconscionable. In later treaties, they contend that the
general spirit of the negotiated agreements has not always been fulfilled. In these
treaties, the negotiations suggested comprehensive assistance to achieve a new way of

life. In this it was implied that Indians would retain a high degree of political
autonomy. These objectives have clearly not been met and Indians contend that the
Government has not fulfilled the basic promises.
Perhaps a few examples would serve to illustrate the depth and significance of
these contentions. In the Prairie treaties, the Indians understood the treaties to be
specifically designed to protect them and help them adapt to the new realities and
develop an alternative economic base to complement their traditional livelihood of
hunting and fishing. Assistance was to be concentrated in the areas of education and
agricultural development. In the Indian view, the Government failed to provide the
expected agricultural assistance and unduly restricted Indian agricultural development. Furthermore, it encouraged the surrender of some of the best agricultural land
from the reserves when its efforts failed to turn the Indians into farmers.
In the area of education, the general thrust was to isolate Indian children in
residential schools where their language and culture were downgraded and an alien
set of customs and values was instilled. This is Seen by the Indians as one element of
a continuous Government goal of assimilation of Indian people into the larger
society.
. In my mind, the key to the resolution of treaty problems is to look to the spirit
of the treaties. If. the issues are approached in this way, I think we will find that,
while there is substantial disagreement about what the Government was legally
bound to provide, there is very good potential for agreement in terms of what the
Government might, in fact, supply in the way of developmental assistance today. I
believe that future programmes and Indian/Government relationships can be shaped
very much on the basis of the spirit of the treaties, because the original treaties did
clearly embody a concept and a philosophy of Government assistance to Indians to
enable them to make a transition to a new life. This concept suggested not
dependence and paternalism, but developmental assistance to relatively autonomous
Indian communities. While there are differences in what this means now in terms of

specific Government and Indian responsibilities, there can be no doubt that this was
the spirit of the treaty negotiations in Western Canada. As such, I am struck by the
promise for development today inherent in this spirit. As I mentioned, the Prairie
treaties emphasized assistance in education and economic development and, in some

cases, medical care. I think these are ar.eas in which there is total agreement on the
importance in relation to present-day needs. In fact, the Government is spending
considerable sums on programmes in these areas.

Obviously, the needs of Indians today and the ability of Canadians to provide
the funds for meeting these needs are far greater and of a different nature than they
were one hundred years ago. At that time, economic assistance was seen in terms of
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t e provision of a few rudimentary tools and implements, typical of very basic
pioneer farm requirements. Today, when it takes $50,000 or more to create a single
job, we obviously have a different situation. The important thing, however, is not to
concentrate on the seeming irrelevance of the specific treaty terms in relation to the
present situation and thereby reject the treaties as archaic documents of little
significance. It is quite possible to come at the issue from a more positive direction,
and to recognize the Indian attitude and the wisdom of applying the spirit of the
treaties in modern terms. If this approach is pursued with some imagination, I am
sure that a new and effective basis for Indian development can be achieved largely, if
not fully, within the spirit of the treaties.

9

Among these treaty claims. the right to pursue traditional native occupations is
of special importance, both economically and symbolically. The Commissioner
wrote to the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs on November 22nd, 1974
about the Interim Statement on Hunting, Fishing and Trapping Rights prepared by
Prairie Treaty Indian organizations:
The Prairie Treaty Indians have brought to my attention their September 18,
1974 Interim Statement of Hunting, Fishing and Trapping Rights. The statement
outlines the very serious erosion of treaty promises that has occurred over the years.
This problem represents one of the most basic grievances that Treaty Indians
have. If the Federal Government is to make any progress in redressing legitimate
grievances, I think it must step out as strongly as possible on this important practical
and symbolic issue. In doing so, it will undoubtedly encounter difficulties in
provincial government attitudes. There is an unfortunate tendency for the provinces
to take a rather narrow view of their role in fulfilling treaty promises. One way or
another, through Indian and Federal Government initiatives, this view must be
changed if justice is to be done.
I therefore strongly support the request of the Prairie Treaty Indians for
immediate Federal action to initiate negotiations with the provincial governments to
affirm that the Natural Resources Transfer Agreements were not intended to alter
treaty rights. I would also urge the Federal Government to support the Indians in
court, whenever Indian treaty rights are at stake.

The Mackenzie Valley Treaties

10

In northern Canada, the views of native people on the treaties made there have
recently been affirmed before the courts. Some of their testimony was included in
an address to the Boreal Circle of the University of Alberta on January 15th, 1974:
Between the Yukon native people and the Inuit are the Indians in the Mackenzie Valley who "signed" Treaty No.8 in 1899 and Treaty No. 11 in 192!. The
Canadian Government was more or less obliged to make these treaties, given that the
Royal Proclamation enforcing recognition of \I'ative land rights has the status of a
statute within Canadian law. Their haste in making Treaty No. II was engendered
by the discovery of oil at Norman Wells in 1918. Today, the pressure for a
settlement stems from the discovery of natural gas and oil at Prudhoe Bay in Alaska,
and of major natural gas deposits in the Arctic islands and the Mackenzie Delta. It
is an interesting parallel with the earlier situation.
You have all heard about the caveat hearings and the decision of Mr. Justice
Morrow with respect to the status of native rights in the land' The natives in the
Northwest Territories have adopted the position, I think quite sincerely, that they
understood the treaties to signify peace and friendship rather than effect land
surrenders. Their whole objective in wanting to apply for a caveat was to demonstrate, legally if they could, the invalidity of the land surrender provisions in the
treaties.
Julyan Yendo from Fort Wrigley is an old chief, nearly ninety now, whose
signature is purported to be on the treaty, and when I say signature, it is a signature
in Siavey syllabics, not an "X". In the court, he was shown this and asked: "Did you
ever learn to write in English or Slavey?" "No." "Did you learn a way to put your
name down on paper?" "I just don't know how." Another case: Victor Lafferty, the
translator for the treaty party at Fort Providence, is still alive, a man of about
eighty-six. Question: "Were you able to read and write English in 1921?" "Yes."
"Were you asked to read any paper and also translate what the paper said to the
Chief?" "No. The answer is no." All the time the Commissioners' reports were going
back saying that they had done their utmost to provide explanations to these people

"'On April 2nd, 1973, the Chiefs of some sixteen Indian bands filed a caveat on unpatented Crown land in the Land
Titles Office in Yellowknife, claiming aboriginal rights to almost half the land in the Northwest Territories. The effect of
the caveat would have been to make any future land grants in the area subject to the claim of the Indians if it were
subsequently found that they had a valid legal interest in the land. The "avcat was referred to the Supreme Court of the
Northwest Territories for a decision as to whether it should be accepted, and during the ensuing hearing evidence was
heard from Indians involved in the treaty-making.
\ ...
The following September, an interim judgment was handed down by Mr. Justice Morrow, who upheld the caveat in
saying, " ... that there is enough doubt as to whether the full aboriginal title has been extinguished, certainly in the minds
of the Indians, to justify the caveators [sic] attempt to protect the Indian position until a final adjudication can be
obtained". This judgment was appealed by the Federal Government to the Supreme Court of Canada. In a unanimous
decision rendered in December, 1976, that Court found the caveat could not be filed against unpatented Crown land.
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about the nature of the transactions. There is much evidence to indicate that the
Indian people had no idea that the treaty was in fact supposed to effect a land

and lead to a prolonged legal battle. Meanwhile, negotIatIOns for comprehensive
settlements will be proceeding in other parts of the North. Such an approach will
certainly appear inconsistent and inequitable.

surrender.

II
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On the 2nd of October. 1973. the Commissioner wrote to the Prime Minister on
this grievance in the context of the Government's then newly-announced policy on
aboriginal rights claims:

This dispute has become a pressing matter owing to the projected resource
extraction and transportation developments in the region. Speaking to this issue in
Yellowknife in October, 1974, the Commissioner said:

I am concerned that [the Government's new] approach may exclude the large
number of treaty Indians in the North. I appreciate, of course, that these Indians
signed Treaties Nos. 8 and II, which indicates that they ceded their interest in the
land. However, they maintain that they have never knowingly given up this interest,
and I think they are sincere in this belief. There is evidence that they agreed to
treaty only when they were assured that their traditional use of the land would not
be curtailed and they would not be confined to reserves. It is this type of assurance,
presumably, which underlies their position. Whatever the legal merits of their view,
it stands as a very significant and deeply-rooted grievance which I believe the
Government must face squarely if there is to be progress in the Northwest
Territories.
Partly as a result of this attitude, Indians in the North have never accepted the
reserves provided for in the treaties. Consequently, a central element of the treaties
remains unfulfilled, and there is no indication that Indians will accept a settlement
along these lines.

Here in the Northwest Territories, the land claims issue is given added urgency
because of the pipeline issue. The circumstances here are, in that sense, not different
from those in some other parts of the country. The question of the unfulfilled
obligations to the Indians of northern Quebec under the 1912 Quebec Boundaries
Extension Act did not become urgent until the James Bay hydro development
resulted in massive inroads into previously untouched Indian areas.
Construction of a pipeline would result in dramatic and rapid social changes to
hitherto relatively isolated and traditional settlements along the Mackenzie River.
All of us fear and resist change. But, even for those of us who think we know and
appreciate something of the communities and people of the Mackenzie, it is hard to
imagine the psychological and social impact that a pipeline would bring.
There seems little doubt that, sooner or later, a pipeline will be built. I believe
that Indian leaders in the North recognize this and, what's more, they recognize that
if the pipeline is not to destroy their people they must have real voice, real authority,
and some measure of control over construction and operation of the line. It would be
foolish to suggest that Indian leaders are so naive as to believe that resource
develop';"ent is unnecessary for the maintenance of a modern standard of life. I do
not hear them saying they do not want development. What I hear them saying is that
they want it only if they have a primary role in that development.

For these reasons, I think it would be advisable for the Government to take the
position that it is prepared to negotiate a settlement which is not restricted to the
written terms of Treaties Nos. 8 and II. Such a settlement should be based on a
realization that Treaty Indians in the Territories are in essentially the same position
as Yukon and Inuit natives from a social and economic standpoint.. It would be a
tragedy if they are left out while progressive settlements are made with the others.
Without a comprehensive settlement of their claim, their future and the future of the
Northwest Territories could be significantly handicapped.

i·
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Notwithstanding the restriction of the recent policy to non-treaty areas, I think
it would be entirely reasonable to proceed on the basis that the treaty areas north of
60° are unique in two important respects. Firstly, as pointed out, they are the only
large treaty areas where there has been a general reluctance to accept the land
provisions of the treaties. Secondly, they are areas where the Federal Government
has the authority to make comprehensive settlements. For these reasons, it should be
possible to negotiate settlements without prejudice to other treaty areas.
Insofar as the situation is complicated by legal considerations in relation to the
caveat, I can only urge that the Government consider every means of delaying
further legal action until the opportunity for negotiation has been fully explored.
Further legal action at this time could seriously damage the chances for negotiation
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If the pipeline is thrust ahead without the terms of an arrangement that
provides for real native input into the control processes, a human tragedy will ~esult
and another sad chapter in our failure to hear and heed our native brethren Will be
written. Time is of the essence. We must realize that natives must be heard. The
natives, for their part, must recognize the great pressures for development that
impinge upon the entire nation and further recognize that in the global energy game
now being played even Canada itself may be relatively powerless to be totally
self-determinate. This means that the claims work of the native groups must be
shaped in a way to permit the earliest possible resolution of the problem of ensuring
real native power in the pipeline game.
I have always felt that the situation of Indians in the Northwest Territories calls
for a comprehensive settlement which is at least as good as those that may result for
Indians in the Yukon and Inuit across the North. It would be ludicrous and tragic to
make modern settlements with some native northerners and leave others out.
Furthermore, it is clear that the land provisions of the treaties in the North have
never been fulfilled and so, regardless of the legal outcome of the caveat appeal,
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~mp e reason to negotiate on the basis of fundamental Indian rights Having

urg~d thIs approach for some time, I was pleased to playa role in assi~ting the
d
IndIans and the Government to reach agreement last winter when Mr Ch 'to
Mr W h h .. I
.
re len an
.
a -s ee Jomt y announced that discussions would be held to develop th
grou~dwork for a comprehensive settlement of Indian claims in the Northwes~

TerrItOrIes.

However, it must be appreciated that it will take considerable time for native
people to. prepare theIr proposals for settlement and an even longer time to prepare
for handlmg the settlement when it does come. Their processes are highly democratic
and the Issues are c~mplex. Ideally, natives should have several years to prepare for
settlement. Preparatl.on for change and real change within Indian communities is a
challenge to leadershIp. ThIS challenge cannot be met overnight.
Meanwhile, events are marching on and may overtake the participants in the
long and arduous dIscussIOn. and negotiation that must precede settlement. There
may be mtenm measures WhICh, If pursued in good faith by both sides, might ensure
slgmficant n.alI;e power over .development projects while at the same time not
s~nously preJudlcl~g the I~rger Issues. It might be well for both sides, at this stage of
dISCUSSIon, to consIder vanous alternatives made possible by a partial solution in the
event that an overall solution is overly pressured by the onrush of events.

v

Metis and Non-status Indian Claims
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Native claims are. also being lodged by Metis and non-status Indians. The

going on to some extent. The history of Metis' aboriginal claims in Canada is much
less well known than that of similar claims and rights advanced by status people, but
I think it is no less real.

Within the Yukon and Northwest Territories discussions which are taking place
with regard to the original rights of the native inhabitants include both status and
non-status Indians. I think this is a good sign for the possibility of re-opening these
issues in other parts of Canada. In some areas of the country aboriginal rights have
not been settled in the view of the native people, but the Federal Government has
still not recognized that these rights were not previously extinguished. The people
from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and southern Quebec can
give you some information about the current status of their discussions with the
Federal Government about the recognition of aboriginal rights in those areas.
The fact that negotiations or at least discussions in the Yukon, the Northwest
Territories and in northern Quebec do include non-status people is a favourable sign
in terms of your struggle to have the question of your aboriginal rights examined and
considered by the people of Canada. The issues are complicated, the historical
evidence is confused, but there is no doubt in my mind that there has been a
recognition of the aboriginal rights of Metis people and that this requires re-exami·
nation and re-consideration in the light of today's circumstances. My position with
regard to the organization that you represent has been clear from the beginning. I
have indicated that within my powers I am willing to assist in whatever ways I can. I
have made representations on behalf of your organization.

latt~r are people of Indian extraction who for varying reasons were not registered as
~tans by the Department of Indian Affairs. Their grievances are national in scope

eir. role In curre~t negotia~ions was noted in Dr. Barber's remarks to the Annuai
Meetzng of the Nallve Counczl of Canada held in Char/ottetown on June 10th, 1975:

J

. The. question of whether or not my mandate applies to Metis and non-status
IndIans m Can~da has really never been a point of issue between me and the
Government whIch appomted me. My terms of reference contain no definition of
IndIan and SImply say that I should examine the claims and grievances of Indian
.people. I have assumed,. and h~ve taken the position all along, that when and if Metis
people come forward WIth claIms and grievances I should examine them.
here is. no doubt in my ~ th'!.t. Metis and non-status Indians are he
forgotten nalIve proups' C
d Th b ..
. ;.;._;.., ..._.._._.t
'C,--,-_........,- . I~ ana_.~.
e a ongInal posItIOn of MelIs people in
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, anada

IS

:veIl establIshed m CanadIan law,
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various actions of Canadian Govern-

ments and In settlement processes which have gone on historically ,md which are now

I

The whole process of scrip alilJQti..Q!Lin Western Canada, the adheill>.ns tQ
Treaty N.9.:..~ and,.!:~~E:e~!l!'.e.nt .~LMeti~ pe<ple _,:!nde~h!<!:.j[~'!!.i.~~.and._lhrollgh
,
so-called Half-Breed Commissioners is one which I think deserves far grJ;all<r
investIgaiioii-iu'Cii.iibiici·iY.-ili'ani"thas'recei~~dTthi~k-th;t'~;;'y~-,;;g;~iza tio~
,
~~sts-a'great~e~~n~ib;iity -i';;:·d~i~gthi;~'";;se;.rch and for bringing the facts forward .~
to the CanadIan people. The hIstory of the scnp allocatIOn In Western Canada IS not / jl
a pleasant one; it is a history of expediency, a history of promises which were in my
/'
view not well kept and ~_iIistory which mus~.e.:~~!~:~.".I1~~::~~:~_~.
---~
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The Commissioner set out three varieties of claims of concern to Metis and
non-status Indians in Canada in his paper to the Canadian Newspaper Managing
Editors in May, 1976:
While the Metis have been recognized as having an aboriginal interest in the
land, they were treated quite differently from Indians. Metis rights were extinguished not t.hrough negotiations but unilaterally through legislation. Furthermore,
the Government has nevercreated a poli~)I to maintain Metis people.asa category of
per;on~ . ~iili!~.\'S~Ijiat~iJ;gD.i1Jla~~:Metis~I~~~~e' if1.. l~!!l~=iPi~i!!i~iB.!h~~~..
fiicts and as they are brought forward I think we will find that they fall into three
"-"".".-~-,-.".-~.
ca·tegories.
.
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. 5!~. ":1 . e c aims that the distribution of land aDd scrip, eSl'ecially under the
Mamtoba ":"t, was unjustly and inefficiently administered,. A.s -,;'et~ th-;'re-ll1.ay_be:JL
gene~al claim that this form of compensatIOn was inadequate to extInguish the
aborIgI~~llItler of the Metis: particularly since very few of them gained-very much from SCrIp. This type of clam! may be reinforced by the fact that people of mixed
blood have generally rec,elved no compensation beyond the western interior 'of
Canada, but are n:'akIng claims jointly with status rndian~ in British COlumbia and
.the. North. This situation helps to support the third type of claim that Metis' are
Indians under the terms of the British North America Act
'ar~';he;:~fo~e 'enfitred
to
special
from the Federal GOYernment.
'.,',.' .... ,,'
__ ~ _____
._" __.. ___consideratIOn
.,~" ".

'and
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Two oj the most important varielies oj Indian band claims were broached to
the Canadian Newspaper Managing Editors in May, 1976:
Individual Band claims are concerned with, many aspects "f Indian Affairs:----'\ /"1
\ V
admin1stratio~ over the years. By far the most predominant at this point are those
relating to'outstanding treaty reserve land entitlements and those concernin!} losses
\/;
of reserve land. As with the general treaty-claims, many of the grievances underlying
\
the issues have substance.
~

\ I:J

While the outstanding treaty land entitlement cases have been accepted in
\
principle by the Government, there is a problem in determining the extent and
location of the outstanding acreage. The treaty terms are ambiguous and, further·
more, provincial co-operation is necessary to resolve the issues. -Quite a number of
\_)
these claims are coming forward and the federal and various provincial governments
.
are recognizing that they must be dealt with. This is encouraging but one should not
\
imagine that the issues will be solved easily, since there are substantial differences : T ' n
view as to the extent and location of the entitlements.

('I

VI

Band Claims

. [A] major class of claims encompasses the multifarious, scattered claims of

Reserve land losses have occurred in most parts of the country. There are
hundreds, if not thousands, of instances where Indians have lost pieces of their
reserves. The circumstances of these losses vary a great deal but the nature of the
grievance is generally the same. The Indians tend to view their reserves as remnants
of what was once entirely sovereign Indian territory. Because of this, the reserves are
to them much more than pieces of land held in trust by the Government for a group
of citizens. Reserves are the Indian domain. The alienation of reserve land is,
therefore, often seen as an act which transgresses the sanctity of not only the
Indian's land but his entire heritage.

mclude claims relating. to the loss of land and other natural resources from
estabh.shed reserves, and Issues pertaining to the Government's stewardship of bands'
fmanclal assets over the years. Underlying all these claims is the difficult question of
trusteeship.
'

In many instances, reserve land has been taken unilaterally and while there may
have been compensation, this does not remedy the basic grievance. For example, in
British Columbia in the 1920's, prime development land was cut off Indian reserves
without Indian consent and replaced with less valuable land. The actions were then
legalized by Acts of Parliament and the British Columbia Legislature.

The full story of ~he Government's management of reserve reSOurces and band
funds across Can~da IS only gradually being pieced together from the files of the
Department, miSSIOnarIeS a~d others, and from the oral testimony of Indian people
then;selves. The resources Include not .only land itself but also minerals, timber,
grazlOg lands and water. Band funds 10 most cases derive from land and other
resou:ce sales, Where land was surrendered and sold off from reserves, the capital
went Into band funds, to be administered by the Federal Government.

At the other end of the country, in the Maritimes, during the early days of
settlement, reserves were reduced in size dramatically as the land was required for
settlement. Further pressures on these reserves in the early 19th century, coupled
with problems in dealing with flagrant non-native squatting, motivated the colonial
governments to appoint Commissioners to deal with and supervise reserves. These
officers apparently had, and certainly exercised, a right to sell reserve land without
Indian consent.

Land losses from established Indian reserves account for by far the majority of
band c1mn;sso far brought forward: Groups of them are probably sufficiently similar
to be class~fIed on a regIOnal and historIcal baSIS. Grievances arising in New France
~ave certaIn element~ ~n comm~n, as .d? Indian claims in the Maritimes, in Ontario,
m the southern Prames, and In BrItish Columbia, The problem of pressure for
reserve land acquIsitIOn by speculators and settlers is central to all.

In the Prairies, the process of settlement resulted in a strong demand for reserve
land for the expansion of towns and the development of pioneer farms. Political
pressure frequently resulted in the surrender of all or a portion of a reserve. These
surrenders occurred under the Indian Act. of the day and as such they called for
compensation. They were, however, often obtained under pressure and it is Bometimes questionable whether consent was properly obtained. In any event, Indians who
have surrendered land tend to question the basic propriety of these transactions and
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In February, 1976, the Commissioner produced an essay on Indian Claims in
Canada. In mtroduClng a section on band claims, it said:

.

~ndlVldual Indian bands, Several categories of these can be identified at present, and
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2. An additional inequity results from the non-a-rable quality of land at Island Lake.

suggest that the surrender provisions of the Indian Act are contrary to the treaty
promises and the Government's general trust responsibility for Indian land.

relative to the more southerly, agricultural parts of the Province;

3. The present need of the Bands is for a land base which is appropriate to their
population and economic situation.

17
Specific band claims concerning reserve land entitlements under treaty were the
topic of the Commissioner's letter to the Deputy Minister, Department of Indian
and Northern Affairs, dated the 24th of October, 1975:

I
/1
I

i

I

I

I
I

"

The stance of the Federal Government On this issue should be fully in support of
well-founded Indian positions. The Federal Government's position in seeing that the
treaties are fulfilled can hardly be a neutral one. It is not, in this case, in the position
of a friendly mediator, but rather in the position of a protector of the Indian interest.
This was very much the essence of the Resources Transfer Agreements, as I read
them, and basically what we have here is a need for the Federal Government to use
any power it may have to ensure that its undertakings in the treaties are made good.
To the extent that these particular treaty promises are ambiguous, it. would only
seem reasonable for the Federal Government to support the most liberal interpretation in negotiations or in court.

,
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One example of this variety of claim, the question of the land entitlements of
the four Island Lake Bands in Manitoba, was the subject of a letter to the Minister
of Indian and Northern Affairs on October 5th, 1972:
The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood, on behalf of the four Island Lake Bands,
has brought to my attention their concern about outstanding reserve land
entitlements.
Officials in your Department have confirmed that the reserve land entitlement
for these Bands has been only partially fulfilled, and have indicated that the matter
is under consideration. However, it would appear that there is considerable disagreement amongst the Federal Government, the Indians, and the Government of
Manitoba as to the extent of the outstanding entitlement.
Treaty No.5 which covers these bands is silent as to the population base to be
used for computation of reserve allotments. In their submission, the Indians have
stated their position concerning the number of acres due. They propose that a 1971
population base be used in computing the total entitlement, with previous allotments
being subtracted. In support of this interpretation of the treaty they have referred to
a statement made by Lieutenant-Governor Archibald during the negotiations which
preceded the signing of Treaty No. 1 in 1871. They have also suggested that in
dealing with this issue, the Federal Government should look beyond the specific
terms of the treaty and give consideration to the following factors:
1. The reserve land provision of Treaty No.5 represents a gross inequity, when its
160 acres per family of five is compared to the 640 acre figure which was used for
treaties in neighbouring areas, before and after the signing of Treaty No.5;
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II

In the light of the obvious ambiguity in this treaty promise, the inequitable
nature of the promise, and the present-day needs of the Bands, I suggest that the
situation requires a process of negotiation which gives adequate consideration to the
Indian position. This is the type of issue where it is not appropriate for the Federal
Government to make a unilateral decision. The treaties were agreements between
two parties and consequently any points that require clarification should be decided
through a process where both parties are equally represented.
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Dr. Barber addressed the Premier of Saskatchewan about a similar case of
land entitlement, that of the Stony Rapids Indian Band, on the 8th of July, 1974:
The Stony Rapids Indian Band and the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians
have brought to my attention the question of land entitlement for the Band near
Black Lake.
On October 29th, 1964, the Band Council passed a resolution outlining their
choice of three parcels of land comprising 76.4 square miles, or 48,896 acres. This
figure was based on a Band population of 382 in August, 1964. Six years later, in
1970, two of these parcels were set apart as reserves nos. 225 and 226. Then, on
April 25th, 1972, the third parcel was transferred from the Province to the Federal
Government. However, the Band has taken the position that this third parcel does
not represent a total fulfillment of the Treaty No.8 provision for reserve land and,
consequently, the Federal Government has not set the land aside as a reserve.
The basis for the Band's position is that the time lapse between their request for
land and its availability justifies a new calculation of the entitlement, and a modified
selection of land. At a recent meeting, an official of the Department of Northern
Saskatchewan suggested that the 1964 figures should be used.
I think it is clear that the Band has been deprived of the use of its full reserve
and, under these circumstances, I believe the normal and appropriate approach is to
use the population figure at the time of final settlement. Accordingly, I feel there is
need for a new calculation of total acreage.
There is also the question of land selection. The Band has indicated preference
for an area which includes Woodcock Rapids and Elizabeth Falls. Both these sites
have considerable natural beauty, I understand, and the Falls have been considered
in the past for a power station. On this point, the Department of Northern
Saskatchewan has expressed the view that such resources should be maintained for
the benefit of all the people in the Province. The problem with this attitude is that it
leaves the Band with land having negligible economic potential.
The Queen, on her visit to Canada last year [1973], told the Indians, "You may
be assured that my Government of Canada recognizes the importance of full
27

compliance with the spirit and terms of your Treaties." It is quite clear from
historical records that part of the original intent of the reserve land provisions of the
Prairie Treaties was to provide a base for economic development. It was expected
that farming would gradually replace the traditional ways of making a living and the
reserves were to be selected with this in mind. In the northern parts of the Western
Provinces, where there was less pressure from white settlers, the need for a shift from
the traditional economic base was not as pronounced. Nevertheless, the same treaty
framework was used, and Indians were told that the same terms would apply.
Obviously most of the North is not suited to agriculture. This problem was not
dealt with at Treaty time because it was felt that Indians would continue to hunt,
fish and trap, and would not require an alternative economic base in the short term.
We are left now, almost one hundred years later, to determine an approach which is
in keeping with the spirit of the Treaties, and at least equitable with the land base
retained by southern prairie Indians. We are also required, on moral grounds, to look
at the present and future needs of these northern Indians. Without some form of
worthwhile land base, their future will be bleak.
I visited the Stony Rapids Band in June this year and saw the land that was to
be designated as their reserve. Its mineral potential is very low. Its surface has been
blighted by recent forest fires. In short, it provides little more than the scant amount
of game that might be found in burnt-out bush, though the Band can hunt on
unoccupied Crown land. The reserve itself is of no significant economic value.

If they are to have any sort of alternative economic base, they must have land
with some potential value. In this case, it would appear that the only substantially
valuable land is that around Woodcock Rapids and Elizabeth Falls. It is understandable that the Province would wish to protect these places for the use of all its
citizens. However, it seems to me that the prior obligation of the Tre~ties should give
Indian Bands a special interest in some of the resources of the North. I believe there
are ways that this special interest, this special need, can be respected without totally
denying other citizens benefits of the North.
What it comes down to is a need for imaginative approaches which will give
Bands with outstanding entitlements a reasonable share of the limited economically
valuable land in the North. In the case of the Stony Rapids Band, this would seem to
require land in the area of the Rapids and the Falls. *
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The following excerpt from correspondence to the Government of Alberta,
dated July 13th, 1973, deals with a land claim submitted by the Stony Indians:
I have received- an extensively researched claim from the Stony Indians in
Alberta. It deals with the question of a land base for a faction ofthe Band which has
. *The Provincial Government has come to an agreement with the Saskatchewan Indians on the question of land
entitlements and has indicated that it is prepared to consider the Elizabeth Falls site.
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traditionally resided in the Kootenay Plains area. The central issue is the contention
of the Band that suitable and adequate reserve land has never been set up for this
group.
Treaty No.7 clearly states that "the reserve of the Stony Band of Indians shall .
be in the vicinity of Morleyville". Such a reserve was established and the Federal
Government has maintained that it contains more than enough acreage to fulfil the
treaty promise. However, the Band has contended that there are a number of points
on which the reserve allotment can be challenged. They argue that there is
considerable question as to whether the Kootenay Plains Indians were appropriately
represented at the treaty signing. They also argue that the Kootenay Plains Indians
understood that they would receive a reserve in their traditional area, some hundred
miles from Morleyville. They point out that their hunting grounds were not within
the region of Treaty No.7, and that they were not included in the later treaties
which covered these lands. Finally, they note that other Indian groups, including
another faction of Stony Indians which did not sign the original treaty but signed an
adhesion in relatively recent years, have received regular reserves in the same general
area.

In summary, they argue that the reserve allotment at Morleyville does not
represent a reasonable fulfilment of their rights to reserve land. It appears that they
have held this position since the signing of Treaty No.7. In any event, one thing is
clear-the Kootenay Plains group of Indians has never made any significant use of
the reserve at Morleyville. Until 1940 they were without any reserve land base in any
practical sense. At that time a special reserve of 5,000 acres was created. More
recently, I understand, there has been provision for an additional 1,200 acres. While
this represents some recognition of their need for land, and perhaps a recognition of
some sort of obligation, the Band contends that these arrangements fall short of the
type and extent of reserve provisions for other Indiari groups in the same general
area.

Apart from the question of some sort of right to reserve land, there is the
importance of current developments. The Bighorn Dam and the new Highway are
forcing a radical change in the lives of these people. A suitable land base is essential
if they are to cope with this challenge. On this basis alone, it would seem desirable
for the Federal Government and the Province to consider the possibility of providing
additional land.
It seems to me that this issue should be looked at from the broadest and most
generous point of view. In historical terms, the important question is whether or not
these Indians have been treated fairly and reasonably in relation to the general intent
of the reserve land provisions in the treaties. The problem of locating reserves arose
quite frequently after the signing of treaties, and the Federal Government usually
took steps to ensure that reserves were in a satisfactory location. In the context of
reserve selection for other groups, the reluctance to meet the requests of the
Kootenay Plains group does not appear to be consistent.
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On the 30th of October, 1974, the Commissioner wrote to the Prime Minister.
One matter of concern was the question of the Government's general responsibilities
as a trustee for Indian assets:

II

I
I

From what I have seen of them, many of these claims relating to reserve lands
and band funds have validity on moral grounds. In some cases, it would appear that
the legal basis for the claim is also very substantial. All of these claims rest on the
concept of trusteeship, and there appears to be considerable evidence reaching back
to British colonial policy in documents having the force of law which supports the
contention that the relationship between the Government and Indians in these
matters is one of trust. If these particular grievances and claims are to be dealt with
effectively, I think it will be necessary for the Government, and the Indians, to define
more precisely the nature of this trust.

I
I'
II

II

II
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A long-standing grievqnce from British Columbia, that of the 'cut-off' lands,
has been the occasion for initiatives from the Commissioner. On behalf of the
Squamish Band, Dr. Barber formally addressed the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs on February 21st, 1972:
.
I have recently met with the Squamish Indian Band, concerning the lands that
were cut off their reserve as a result of the McKenna-McBride agreement. The
purpose of this letter is to review the issue, as I see it, and recommend an approach
to settlement.
The pertinent aspects of the issue, I feel, are the following:
I. Under the terms of the McKenna-McBride agreement in 1912 between Canada
and British Columbia, a Royal Commission was appointed in an effort to resolve
differences concerning Indian land and Indian affairs generally. The Commission
was. empowered to increase or reduce the size of reserves, with reductions to be
~ubJect to the consent of the Indians, as required by the Indian Act. Throughout
Its work, the Commission reassured Indians that land would not be cut off without
their consent.

responsibility to protect their lands. It has therefore asked that the Federal
Government undertake to help the Band recover the land. or provide appropriate
compensation.
4. The original terms of the McKenna-McBride agreement called for subdivision
and sale of the 'cut-off'lands by the Province, at public auction. Fifty per cent of
the net proceeds was to be paid to Canada for the benefit of the Indians of British
Columbia. However, in 1941, Canada and the Province entered into an agreement
under which the Province assumed sole responsibility for the management, sale,
lease or other disposition of these lands. The fifty per cent interest of Canada, for
the Indians, was maintained.
5. The Band has plans for the development of this land, and has received an
indication from the Provincial Minister of Lands, Forests and Water Resources of
his willingness to return to the Band one half of the cut-off lands for this
development. The remaining half would remain with the Province and be used for
park land which would complement the development. Such an offer by the
Province presents an exceptional opportunity for the Band, and represents a new
flexibility in the Provincial position. However, it is highly unlikely that the
Province would go beyond this and consider any diminution of its half interest in
the cut-off lands. It is also unlikely that it would be interested, at this time, in
opening the cut-off land question in a general way.
6. Consequently, the Band would like to see the Federal Government make the
necessary arrangements to have half the land returned to the Band. and then
compensate the Band for the half that would remain with the Province. The

present value of this half appears to be roughly $7,000,000.
7. Such a settlement would undoubtedly lead to requests for settlements from the
other twenty-three Bands that had lands cut off. However, the value of the
Provincial interest in these additional cut-offs would probably be less in total than
that of the Squamish cut-off, which is located in the centre of Vancouver.

If the Federal Government agrees that the Band has suffered a significant loss
and that this should be rectified, then I would recommend that the Federal
Government assume complete responsibility. I know that it can be argued that the
Province has received half the benefits from the cut -offs, but the reality of the
situation is that the Province has never felt any obligation to give up its half interest,
and there is no reason to believe this will change. In my opinion it would be unfair
for the Band to be told that they must look to the Province for return or
compensation on the Provincial half interest. The simple fact is that if the Federal
Government does not accept total responsibility for rectifying this grievance, it will
not be rectified.

2. The Commission report was presented in 1916 and ratified by Canada in 1920

through .the British Columbia Lands Settlement Act, 10-11 George V, Chap. 51.
ThIS legIslatIOn gave the Governor-in-Council authority to implement the recommendations either in whole or in part. It also authorized the Governor-in-Council
to I!roceed with reductions of reserves notwithstanding any provisions of the
IndlQn Act to the contrary. As a result, reductions were ordered for some reserves
including 130 acres of Capilano Reserve No.5 of the Squamish Band of Indians:
There was, in this case, no addition of other land.
3. The Squamish Band maintains that it never consented to the cut-off, and there
does not seem to be any doubt on this point. The Band therefore contends that the
cut-off constitutes a broken promise and a breach of the FederaLGovernment's

i
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This is not to say that the Federal Government should not look to the Province
for some sort of sharing of the responsibility for return of land and compensation. In
fact, it will be necessary for the Province to follow through and return half the land
in order to satisfy the Band. However, it is compensation for the remaining half that
is the major issue. The Federal Government may wish to approach the Province on
this matter, but I would strongly suggest that the Indians should not be expected to
wait on the outcome of such negotiations. They have been in such a position for a
hundred years in British Columbia, and if they are ever to receive any satisfaction
the basic approach will have to be changed.
31
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be desirable to formalize some substructure for the purpose of expediting claims
research and ensuring a better understanding of the issues all around.

Indian reserve land loss claims in the Maritime Provinces have been the subject
of meetings and corresjJondence with the Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs.
Four Nova Scotian band claims were the topic of correspondence on the 4th of June,
1973; and those of the Tobique Band, New Brunswick, on the 3rd of December,
1975:

It would also be essential that bands be represented directly in cases where the
claim is specific to a particular band.
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I have now received, in preliminary form, a total of four claims from the Union
of Nova Scotia Indians on behalf of Indian Bands in Nova Scotia. In summary, the
issues are as follows:
1. Middle River Reserve Land Loss Claim

· I
I I

The Middle River Band and the Union contend that a major portion of the
original Middle River Reserve was lost over a period of years near the date of
Confederation, through means which are questionable on both legal and moral
grounds.

iI

II
II

2. Middle River Road Allowance Claim

IH
IH

The Middle River Band and the Union contend that the consent given by the
Band, for the construction of a section of the Trans Canada Highway, was limited
in scope and did not involve consent to a complete removal of the Band's interest
in the land., They also question the validity of signatures on the agreement.

III
I!I

3. Ship Harbour Lake Reserve Surrender Claim
The Union, on behalf of the Nova Scotia Indians, disputes the validity of the
surrender of Ship Harbour Lake Indian Reserve No. 18. There has been extensive
correspondence between the Union and the Department on this matter, but it does
not appear that the issue is moving towards any resolution.

III

4. A Claim Concerning All Reserve Land Surrenders in Nova Scotia, between July

1,1867 and March 3,1960

The Union has recently presented to me a claim which challenges the validity
of aU reserve land surrenders in Nova Scotia for the above period.

The Union has indicated that it would like to have these and other claims
negotiated within the framework of the existing Tripartite Committee on Indian
Affairs in Nova Scotia. I am of the view that this approach has some merit since all
three parties on the Committee [the federal and provincial governments and the
Union] will be interested in the issues. The Union has also requested that this [the
Commissioner's] Office be represented whenever claims are discussed, and I am
prepared to be involved in this way, and generally to facilitate the resolution of
claims issues.

While there has been a considerable amount of research done on these claims by
the Middle River Band, the Union and the Department, there is apparently a
requirement for further investigation by the Department. Nevertheless, I fee!" that it
would be worthwhile to begin now to establish a suitable framework for negotiations.
I would suggest that the Tripartite Committee undertake to discuss the matter at the
earliest possible time. In doing so, the parties might want to consider ways to foster
the type of research necessary to provide a basis for dealing with these claims. It may
32
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Earlier this year, I was approached by representatives of the Tobique Band
concerning their claim to lands purportedly surrendered on August 17th, 1892. In
their claim, which has been under consideration by your Department since 1972, the
Band contends that the surrender can be challenged on several counts. They then
point out that the surrender was never confirmed by Order in Council, as required
by the Indian Act, and in order to protect their position on the issue they passed a
Band Council Resolution on November 6th, 1972:
Be it resolved that this Band Council hereby consider that the surrender of August
17,1892 ora certain portion of the Tobique Reserve 20, surrendering the land to the
Crown, has not met all the conditions of the Indian Act of 1886.
That it is our desire that an order-in-council will not be passed accepting the

surrender of August 17, 1892.
The claim was rejected on September 30th, 1974 by the Office of Claims
Negotiation of the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs. This was based upon
an opinion of the Department of Justice that the absence of any record of approval
by the Governor-in-Council may mean the surrender is incomplete, but does not
make it void. The opinion also expressed considerable doubt that there~was ever any
need for a surrender since the Government of New Brunswick had opened the lands
in question for settlement prior to Confederation, under the. authority of statutes of
1844 and 1854. The Band disputes these opinions on the basIs of the IndIan Act, the
Royal Proclamation of 1763, and other legal grounds.

ft is clear that there are a number of points at issue here, but the first question
is the legal status of the surrender. The Department of Justice has suggested that the
necessary approval for the surrender might be obtained today if this were necessary.
I am advised that the Indian Act of the time provided that a surrender could not be
valid or binding except on the condition that it be submitted to the Governor-inCouncil for acceptance or refusal. As such, it would appear that this particular
surrender has not been, and is not now, valid or binding, whether or not it could be
made so in the future. It would seem clear, therefore, that any land covered by the
surrender is still Indian reserve land.
Under these circumstances, and given that the Band has requested that the
surrender not be confirmed, it would seem entirely reasonable for the Government.to
acknowledge that the surrender is not yet valid or binding, and undertake negotIations with the Band, with the objective of resolving the issue.
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n C Glms sue as t ese an modes of settlement is
illustrated in a submission to the Minister concerning three claims the Commis-

sioner received from the Enoch Band, near Edmonton. It was written on June 10th,
1974. The Band has since initiated legal action on its claim against the Government
of Canada as trustee:

I have now completed a study of the issues put forward in the[ se1 claims. In
addition, I have obtained an independent legal opinion which I will be sending to you
and to other interested parties under separate cover. It seems to me that the Band
has a strong case on moral grounds. It also appears that they have a strong legal
case, one which might well stand up in court.
·
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The Commissioner's submission to the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs
and Northern Development in March, 1973 made brief note of a significant, but as
yet undeveloped, range of Indian claims:

Indians are also beginning to examine the manner in which the Government has
managed their band funds over the years. In some instances, it is felt that the
Government used band funds to finance programmes whlch ought to have been
funded from government funds; in others, there is mounting criticism of the actual
uses to which their capital resources were put.

However, I think that it would be most unfortunate if the issue were left to the
courts for resolution. These claims are representative of a large class of reserve land
loss claims. If they are taken to court, they might inadvertently establish the
adjudicatory process as the preferred approach, without sufficient testing of the
process of negotiation.
The negotiation approach is one which has received strong support on all sides,
and one which I have advocated for some time. The negotiation process is inherently
superior. It allows direct involvement of the Indians concerned and is flexible enough
to encompass the many aspects of Indian claims that could not receive consideration
in a strictly judicial approach. In short, it can produce viable, future-oriented results
while judges must concentrate on the past.
The experience with the Indian Claims Commission in the United States has
demonstrated that even when special, liberal adjudicatory machinery is established,
the process is long and costly, and the results leave a considerable residue of
unsettled grievances and claims. In a recent address, one of the Commissioners,
Brantley Blue, said, "I'm the first to admit the obvious-that the claims still
remaining in the Indian Claims Commission do not represent all of the outstanding
grievances and complaints that the Indian community still has."
While the Enoch claims maybe strong enough to be recognized in court, this
would not necessarily set a useful precedent for other claims concerning lost reserve
land. Many of these claims have a similar and sometimes stronger moral basis, but
might be weaker on strictly legal grounds. They would be adversely affected by an
approach which left them only a legalistic, adjudicatory avenue. And if the Enoch
Band should fail to make their point in court, the situation for other bands would be
that much more difficult.

VII

Approaches to Settlements
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Turning from these remarks on the nature of native claims, the following
excerpts address ways of dealing with them. The Commissioner spoke in the Royal
Society of Canada's Symposium at Courville in October, 1974 on the dangers of
haste in the selection of settlement procedures:

Appropriate settlement mechanisms are slow to evolve because of the complexity of the issues and the reluctance of Indian people to get locked into any process
which has the capability of providing solutions which to them would be unsatlsfactory. The Indians have been engaged in a period of researching their claims. Many are
now coming forward in a well-prepared manner. However, the process .of rese~rch
and articulation of claims is far from over. It would be 1Oappropnate, 10 my Vlew,
and counter-productive to lock in to any given mechanism until such time as
processes now underway are given m~ch greater opportunity to work through to
fruition. In the meantime, ad hoc negotlatlOn on speclfic lssues lS tak10g place.

For these reasons, I suggest that the Enoch claims should receive the Government's most serious and generous consideration, and the negotiation approach, here

and elsewhere, should be given every opportunity to succeed before resorting to
adjudicatory methods.
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To a meeting sponsored by the College of Law, University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon, in March, 1973, Dr. Barber said:
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In Canada at the present time we are experimenting with the negotiation
process as an approach to the settlement of Indian claims. No one is yet sure whether
35

or not it can be successful in settling a major proportion of the treaty-type claims
and no one would suggest at this point in time that arbitration machinery will not be
required in the future. However, to the extent that genuine negotiation of wellresearched claims can lead to settlement, costly adjudication procedures can be
avoided. I think it is a healthy process and I look forward to its successful application
to claims now pending.
I believe that it is important that the mechanisms available for settlement be as
efficient and effective as possible because I believe that the process used, and the
experience with the process, can have an important bearing in the satisfaction which
is derived from the settlement. Settlements which leave a lingering bad taste are not
settlements at all and simply set the stage for future strife. In any major settlements,
like that being contemplated in the Yukon, implementation machinery may be as
critical as settlement machinery.
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;md a land allotment of approximately forty million acres, which is in the order of
fifteen per cent of the state. These assets are to be administered through native
corporations and the general idea is that they will be used for social and economic
development.

In contrast to this experience, we in Canada are only beginning to recognize the
need for settlement of Indian grievances, and the question of appropriate mechanisms is still very open. It is my view that this question can only be dealt with when
the Indians have thoroughly researched their position and come forward with
proposals. In the meantime, however, I think it is not inappropriate to comment that
there is a considerable interest in negotiation, as opposed to adversary-oriented
adjudicatory processes. This is not to say that arbitration machinery will not he
necessary, but simply to indicate that the experiences in the courts in Canada and in
the Claims Commission in the United States have caused people in this country to
take a careful look at the possibilities in negotiation processes.
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Comparative perspectives on this issue of approaches to settlements are ,oj
value, and the Commissioner has commented further upon the work of the United
States' Indian Claims Commission and on the character of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act of 1971. The following excerpt is from an address delivered
at the closing ceremonies of the Banff School of Advanced Management on the 9th
of March, 1973:

III
All this, of course, points to a future need for machinery to deal with the various
kinds of grievances that the Government deems amenable to settlement. In this
regard, it is useful to look to the experience in the United States where there have
been two basic approaches to Indian claims. The first of these is the Indian Claims
Commission, a special tribunal which was established twenty-seven years ago and
which has now completed roughly half of its work. This body has carried out its work
by relying on an adversary process whereby the Indians and the Justice Department
argue the issues, and the Commission assumes an adjudicatory role. The most
common claims have to do with compensation for the land which the Indians have
given up. The standard for payment has been fair market value at the time of taking.
In order to establish this value for each tribe, it has been necessary to rely on expert
witnesses to ascertain the extent of land occupied by the particular tribe, and the
market value of this land at the time of taking. These are obviously very difficult
questions to deal with one or two hundred years after the fact, but it has been felt
that this process was necessary to ensure that Indians had their "day in court".
However, the process is taking many years, and thousands of Indians have died while
waiting for this form of justice to produce results.
The second approach, used recently in Alaska, draws from the experience of the
Commission but relies on negotiation, and attempts to relate the settlement to
current and future needs. The Settlement Act which was passed in December, 1971,
calls for a cash payment of roughly half a billion dollars over a period of years,
together with royalty payments up to a total of roughly another half billion dollars,
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The way a local treaty-right claim has been successfully settled through
negotiation was recounted to the Standing Committee on Indian Affairs and
Northern Development in March, 1973:
There are many Indian groups that wish to have immediate action on certain
claims. In several cases I have responded to such groups and asked the Department
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to provide information and negotiate
settlements. The example of the Treaty No.7 ammunition allowance will illustrate
the procedure I have followed in these cases.
Treaty No.7 covers all five bands of southern Alberta: the Blackfeet, Stony,
Sarcee, Piegan and Blood. The Treaty states:
Further, Her Majesty agrees that the sum of two thousand dollars shall
hereafter every year be expended in the purchase of ammunition for distribution
among the said Indians; Provided that if at any future time ammunition become
comparatively unnecessary for said Indians, Her Government, with the consent of
said Indians, or any of the Bands thereof, may expend the proportion due to such
Band otherwise for their benefit.

About fourteen years ago the Blackfeet prepared a petition of right for the
Exchequer Court. Included in the petition was a claim that the ammunition provision
of Treaty No.7 had not been fulfilled. The petition was not acted upon and shortly
after my appointment, at the Indians' request, I agreed to examine the situation to
determine what contribution I might make. About one year ago I met in Calgary
with representatives of all five bands of Treaty No. 7 regarding the ammunition
provision of their treaty. The band representatives claimed at the meeting that their
ammunition allowance had, at best, been provided only in a very few years and that
they had no record or recollection of consenting to expenditures for their benefit in
lieu of receipt of ammunition. They requested that I pursue the ammunition question
with a view to settlement.
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When I received the request I was thinking a great deal about the efficacy of
the negotiation process for the settlement of this type of claim. It seemed to me that
if a prima facie case could be developed through examination of the records, long,
costly and emotionally wasteful court or tribunal proceedings could be avoided were'
the Government simply to agree to negotiate a settlement based on the prima facie
case. Accordingly, I recommended two things to the Government: first, that records
about the ammunition provision of Treaty No.7 be collected, made available and
examined by Indians and Government; and second, that if the records bore out the
contention of the bands that ammunition had not been provided and consent had not
been obtained for alternative expenditures, the Government should negotiate a
settlement with the people concerned.
Last fall the records, about a foot and a half of them, were made available. The
evidence provided was relatively inconclusive, but the Government could not prove
from the records that ammunition had been provided regularly or that consent had
been obtained for alternative expenditures. Negotiations began.
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Several meetings were held. The Government's position essentially was that they
would pay two thousand dollars for 80 of the 96 years of the treaty, for a total of
$160,000. The Indian position was that in addition to this sum an interest and
inflation factor should be added and that costs incurred by the Indians to mount
their case should be paid. Accordingly, they countered with an offer of $631,000. At
a meeting in Calgary on March 1st this difference was reconciled and agreement
reached on settlement. Some details remain to be ironed out so no official announcement about the terms of settlement has been made. An official ceremony to sign an
agreement is being planned, at the request of the Bands, for later this spring at the
site of the original treaty ceremony at Blackfoot Crossing. This seems to me to be
evidence that a satisfactory settlement has been achieved in this case.
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My role was very much one of mediator and middleman. At some meetings
between the Government and the Indians I presided at the request of one or both of
the parties. At some meetings my presence was not requested and I did not attend.
Between meetings I acted to find out where common ground might exist between the
parties so that future meetings might be productive and an impasse averted.
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. Th~ capabilities of adjudication and negotiations as modes of settling native
clazms In Canada were assessed in the Commissioner's paper to a Joint Committee
of Cabinet Ministers and Indian leaders in April, 1975:

I

. Over. the years very little has been done to deal effectively with fundamental
IndIan grIevances. The courts have reviewed some issues, but usually in a patchwork
manner and often without the benefit of direct representation on the Indians' behalf.
In general, judgments have tended to be negative although, in some instances, and
particularly in recent years, the courts have supported Indian contentions. The
( problem is that the issues commonly transcend strictly legal criteria. While there are
aspects of law which support Indian claims, there are others, often procedural, which

l
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tend to fortify an opposite viewpoint and, while some claims may be recognized by \
the courts, legal remedies may not exist. Furthermore, the problems are frequently
much too complex to be dealt with fully through a purely legal apparatus. While the
courts will undoubtedly continue to be used, they cannot be expected to play the
primary role. Special claims mechanisms must be created to resolve the issues.
There are two basic forms of claims process available: adjudication and
negotiation. The former provides a rational, orderly method of resolving claims.
Arguments are presented by the interested parties and there is usually a concerted
effort to ensure that the procedure is fair and that justice is seen to be done. Some
serious objections to this method, however, have caused both the Indians and the
Federal Government to seek alternatives.
The major difficulty is that, like the courts, adjudicatory bodies tend to be
restrictive. They operate within a carefully defined set of rules and their ability to
commit a government is usually so circumscribed that they are unable to consider
broader political and moral issues. Their power to redress grievances is characteristically limited to monetary compensation; they are thus ill-equipped to encompass the
many-faceted questions of resource allocation which lie at the root of most claims.
They tend to approach issues in terms of rights and to concern themselves with the
validity of the claimant's case. To make decisions in this way they require direction
as to the nature of the rights in question, in the same way that the courts review
issues in relation to established law. This creates substantial problems since the
definition of Indian rights is usually the chief point in dispute. Until these questions
of rights are resolved, adju<;licatory bodies cannot deal satisfactorily with most
Indian claims. Taken in isolation, they are certainly handicapped in their ability to
alleviate the sense of grievance which created the claim.
In addition, adjudicatory processes have operational disadvantages. Their
formal approach is time-consuming and costly. They tend to rely on representation
through lawyers and on the testimony of expert witnesses, thus denying Indian
people any direct role in claims settlement. Further, many contentions cannot be
effectively treated without provincial involvement, and it is doubtful that the
provinces would submit to an adjudicatory mechanism which' could make binding
judgments in relation to provincial land and other resources.
The method of negotiation, on the other hand, appears to offer more promise.
Through it, the Government and Indians might work towards comprehensive agreements encompassing forms of redress other than simple monetary settlements. Such
agreements could accommodate future needs as well as past grievances and, what is
more important, would involve mutual acceptability, a result which adjudication by a
third party could not achieve. Indians, through their leaders, would participate
directly, a feature of clear importance to Indian people. Thus, while adjudication
may have someplace in resolving claims, negotiation is inherently superior. Both the
Federal Government and Indian leaders appear to concur on this point.

There are, however, problems with such negotiations which must be faced. Th~
countervailing power that exists in many dispute settings, for example in labour
relations, is not present in this situation. Labour disputes are negotiated with the
knowledge that each party can do economic harm to the other; a strike, the result of
a breakdown in negotiations, is economic warfare fought on the assumption that
power is reasonably equally distributed. Native people do not have any such direct
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economic threat and the Government, of course, has the ability to legislate its will
unilaterally. Indians, therefore, are Ultimately left with only the opportunity to
en.gage In moral suasion and political argument, and they are a small minority. This
mIght suggest that It would be impossible to achieve fair, effective negotiations.

the increasing awareness and rising expectations and frustrations of the Indians, the
so-called "Indian problem" today has become critical. If a base is not properly laid
now, there is little hope for the future.

Yet,. an important offsetting factor is the Federal Government's own special
r~sponslblhty for Indians. This should reduce the tendency towards viewing negotia-

tIOns as a power struggle, and create a situation where both parties should be
concerned with the interest of the Indians. Even so, the inherent adversary element
m any such negotiations will make this difficult. While native people ·Iook to the
Government as a trustee, there is no avoiding the fact that their claims are against
this same trustee and often centre on the very nature of the Government's trust
responsibility. Moreover, whatever Indians gain through negotiations, other Canadians may lose. The Government must necessarily be conscious of these political
ramifications.
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If negoti~tions On the key issues are to be fruitful, I am convinced that they
must dIrectly mvolve members of the Cabinet. There are a number of reasons for this
conclusion. Indians have a special constitutional status in relation to the Federal
Government, and essential questions about their rights and their relationship with
the Govern,;,ent merit the quality of attention from Ministers that, for example,
federal-provmclal matters receive.
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Although such an avenue has always been extended through the Minister in
charge of Indian Affairs, that method presents some fundamental problems. Many
of the claIms are bemg pressed against the Department of Indian Affairs and
Indians feel strongly that there would be an intolerable conflict of interest if the
Department alone were to assess their claims. This concern does not apply to the
Mmlster hImself, whom they regara as their current trustee; they value their
relationship with him a great deal and do not want him to be cast as their adversary.
?n the contrary, to the extent that there ;lfe both adversary and protective elements
m the SItuatIOn, they would prefer that he be as free as possible to concern himself
with the protective aspects, in particular the Government's trust responsibility.
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Most importantly, the direct involvement of Cabinet Ministers would help
reduce the very serious differences of perception which plague the field of Indian
affairs. Appointed people, this Commissioner included, may be able to assist, but can
never effectively communicate across the social and cultural gap existing between
.\ Indians and non-I~dians. The mutual understanding crucial to resolving these issues
! 1\ can only be achIeved through dIrect dialogue between Indian leaders and the
politicians who have the standing req~isite to respond authoritati~e1y. Indian people
should not be expected to pass theIr vItal concerns throughappointed "interpreters:'
to remote deCISIon-makers. There are enough problems wIthout addIng the distor\. tio.ns which are inevitable when Indians try to communicate through a series of
OflICIals WIth conflIctIng fundamental vIewpOInts. The essential questions, in any
event, are almost entirely political, and Ministers must be involved if negotiations are
to be productive.

iJ

Despite such arguments, the Government may be reluctant to dedicate the time
of busy Cabinet Ministers to this task. Doubtless other groups in society will feel
they should be given similar attention, but this situation is truly exceptional. We are
dealing here with a heritage of over one hundred years of political grievances. With
40

VIII The Structures of Comprehensive Settlements
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In his speech to the Whitehorse Chamber of Commerce on February 13th,
1975, the Commissioner addressed himself to the actual components of potential
claims settlements:
There is now and there has always been a certain separateness between native
peoples and other Canadians. This separateness may not be so obvious and pervasive
in the North as in other parts of Canada, but it is there and so is special status.
Separateness cannot be removed by pressure or by legislation because it is deeply
rooted in the different perspectives on the world and life between native and
non-native. The important question is what form this special status and separateness
is to take. Do we want the present situation with welfare and alienation, or can we
provide, through land claim settlements, a basis for stronger native communities and
healthier relationships with other Canadians? My belief is that the settlements now
being contemplated can be structured in such a way as to remove the destructive
aspects of separateness and replace them with provisions that will encourage better
relationships. With this, and with time, I think all of us can work out real solutions
to the larger social problems and reduce the separation.

To bring the subject down to a more detailed level, I would like to discuss
briefly some possible c()mponents of settlements that have come to my attention .
These components are not drawn from the Yukon situation specifically, but rather
from the general dialogue which is being carried out across the country. In
undertaking this discussion I want to stress that I am not passing any judgment on
the merits of these possible components of settlements. That is for native people and
government to decide. I bring them forward only to foster a fuller discussion of their
implications.
The more substantial components of settlement on which I have heard references in public discussion are land, hunting, fishing and trapping rights, cash,
resource royalties, tax exemptions, income support, government services, and
increased political power and autonomy. As I have pointed out, some native
organizations have made it quite clear that land is the paramount consideration. This
emphasis on land is understandable for a number of reasons. To start with, the
cultural identification with the land is of great significance; but an interest in the
41

land can also provide, directly or indirectly, many of the other benefits to which I
just referred. It can provide a basis for strengthening hunting, fishing and trapping
rights and it can result in revenue in a variety of forms. It can also be the basis for
increased political power and autonomy, and provide a foundation for a greater say
in developments which may be disruptive to native communities. Thus land can
provide many economic and political benefits as well as a cultural and traditional
base.
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There is also the question of what form native land holdings might take. History
has shown that there are strong forces which can result in erosion of native interests
in land. Some protections are usually felt to be desirable and, basically, these seem to
boil down to legislative prohibition of the sale of land. The exact legal status of
native land is something that should be approached carefully so as to provide the
needed protection without unduly restricting the native people concerned in their use
of the land. Settlements should try to avoid some of the problems that the reserve
system has encountered in this respect.
Hunting and fishing rights in the early treaties were usually dealt with through
a promise that Indians could hunt and fish on their reserves and on unoccupied
Crown land-a right which has been substantially eroded through a number of
subsequent government actions. Now, there are some new concepts which would
provide a stronger basis for the native interest in game and fish. The most
fundamental of these is the idea advanced by some native groups that native people
in northern areas should have a prior right to hunt and fish, subject to conservation
laws established by the appropriate government authority. This would not necessarily
mean that hunting and fishing would be limited to native people, but it would put
them in a position to exercise some control over, and benefit from, the hunting and
fishing activities of other people. The concept is represented to some extent by the
legislation in respect to polar bears in the Northwest Territories. Another idea, one
used in the James Bay agreement, is that there might be special areas or perhaps
certain species reserved for the exclusive use of native people.
On the question of cash components to a settlement, there is of course the
presumption that such payments are in recognition of something given up or lost over
the years. The cash component of settlements appears always to have been quite
arbitrary and not directly related to any calculation of the value of the native interest
in the land. This results, I think, because there has never been in North America a
clear definition of the Indian interest.
The one bench-mark that seems to be looked to in recent years is the level of
compensation paid by the United States' Indian Claims Commission. While there
was no direct application of it in the Alaska settlement, the results are in the same
ball park on a per acre basis. The subsequent James Bay agreement seems, in turn,
to have used the Alaska settlement as a model in same respects. The important point
throughout is that the cash components in all these cases, while they may be related
to something earlier, are all arbitrary. They do not relate to any direct measure of
the value of the interest. Perhaps this is unavoidable.
Royalties have been incorporated into the Alaska settlement and the James Bay
agreement. The important thing to observe, I think, is that in both cases they have an
upper limit and, as such, probably represent something close to another form of cash
payment. The basis for their use is, I suppose, that they give the native people
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concerned a certain stake in development. Whether this stake is really meaningful
and whether it is at all risky are points that native people will want to consider.
Tax exemptions, applied in part in the James Bay agree~ent, ~re another
possible form of cash payment. There are certain aspects of thIS partIcular form
which must be considered. It involves special status, of course, and can be somewhat
difficult to administer in such areas as sales tax. In addition, governments tend to be
reluctant to be unduly constrained when it comes to their sovereign right to tax. Still,
governments do use the mechanism of .tax exe~.ption ~o achieve various ends.
Whether it is appropriate here I am not m a pOSItIOn to Judge. However, I would
point out that a system of tax exemption tends to favour those who own ?,ore or earn
more or spend more. Other means of making cash available can be dIrected more
towards those with the greatest needs.
Income support is an approach which has not had all that much attention,
although it was mentioned in the James Bay agreement throug~ a gu.aranteed
income for those who make their living at huntmg, flshmg or trappIng. ThIS so~t of
thing, or other arrangements that focus on the creation and maintenance ~f Jobs,
may be seen as unneccessary if native people receive adequate resources of theIr own.
The problem is that the other possible components of settlement-land, cash a~d so
on-will not necessarily produce the desired job opportumtles In natIve commumtIes.
For example, the existence of cash in a trapping community ~ight. only
discourage trapping if prices for furs are low. T? the .extent that a contmuatlO~ of
trapping is important to the fibre of the commumtythl~ may be counter-productIve.
Or it may be found that in many remote commumtles It IS very dIffIcult to create a
viable enterprise without some sort of commitment from the outSIde world to buy the
products or services that will be produced there.\hus,. commItments that wIll help
guarantee employment income might be sought In negotIatIng settlements.
Government services are an important element in what treaty Indians view as
their rights, and some Indian groups are giving this component a fa~rbit of attenti?n.
To some extent this is because they do not think an abrupt tranSItIOn from IndIan
Affairs' programmes is desirable. But I think that the interest m ongomg Government services goes beyond this and perhaps is seen as a sound way of receIVIng at
least some of the benefits of a settlement. Part of this thinking may be based on the
very strong feeling held by Indians that their link with ~he Federal Government
should be maintained. In contemplating such speCIal servIces, I do not thmk that
native people see them as involving perpetual dependence. Rather they see t.hem as a
right, perhaps in a similar sense to the way we vIew famIly allowances, medIcare and
old age pensions.

Finally, there is a lot of importance attached to means of improvin~ th~ political
power and autonomy of native people. While land and money and speCIal fights may
achieve a great deal in this respect, I think natives feel that they must have a hIgher
degree of control over their own communities and a greater degree .of Influence on
matters that have a significant effect on their lives. For example, It IS clear ~rom
what natives are saying and doing right across Canada that they ~ant more dIrect
co~trol over the services supplied in their communities. In fact, In many r:serve
communities in the south, Indian people are increasingly taking over the operatIOn of
municipal services, welfare programmes, reserve policing, etc. T~is. is r~al control at
the grass-roots level. There are a number of possible ways of achIevIng Influence at a
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advisory boards to special representation in legislative bodies.

Governments may think they can discourage this view in one way or another,
but such efforts will only strengthen it as Indians perceive a threat to their identity.
Nor can it be ignored. The record of Indian affairs in Canada over the years amply
demonstrates the folly of not facing this basic reality. If you don't agree with the
other fellow, you might try and persuade him of your views, but you are not likely to
succeed if you won't even recognize that his views exist.

These are some of the possible elements in a land settlement and obviously they
need a lot of thought and discussion. Again, I would emphasize that I am not
suggesting that they are all necessary elements. As I said at the outset, in some parts
of the country native people have made it quite clear that some components, land in
particular, are much more important than others. However, all the above elements
have been mentioned seriously in one context or another, and I comment on them
simply because they exist as ideas.
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The most important thing, however, is the approach taken in achieving settlements. In this regard I have several thoughts and concerns I would like to share with
you. First of all, I think it is crucial to recognize that, in general, Indian and
non-Indian perceptions on these issues are markedly different. The Indians, never
having given up their rights, believe the land is theirs and that they have a legitimate
right to its use, benefits and control. They are fully aware that the rest of us are here,
but this does not remove the basic feeling that they have a fundamental right in the
land. This feeling is real and it is deep and you cannot change it by taking unilateral
action. On the other hand, non-Indians have tended to feel that Indians have no
rights. They get what governments decide to give them. Obviously, it is going to be
necessary to work towards a common understanding on this issue. If we don't, the
foundation on which harmonious relationships could be built will simply not be there.
On another plane, I think there is a fundamental disagreement about the
direction and objectives of Indian development. We all tend to see the solutions in
terms of our own experiences and values. Thus, non-Indians see the answer in the
growth of our kind of economic self-sufficiency. We tend to see the problem solely in
economic terms, and the solution in terms of conventional economic activity. We are
dubious about the long-term economic viability of remote communities. And we
don't quite see how Indian ways can be incorporated into the economic system of
1975. In our approaches I think we are quite prepared to provide seed money and the
like, but usually with the expectation that it will lead to economic self-sufficiencyas we define it.
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On the Indian side I think there must be, and probably is, a recognition that
non-Indians have come to have a great psychological, economic and legal interest in
the country, and that the energy, ingenuity and technology of the newcomers have
produced great benefits. When Indians propose that more resources and land be
placed under their control, they must realize it may cause some serious disadvantage,
concern and resentment within some segments of the non-Indian community.
Government will obviously need to take this into account and will not be anxious to
adopt a position which has a serious adverse impact on other Canadians, or one
which erodes governmental authority in vital areas.

This makes good sense to us, but of course it is the same old 'truth' we always
come back to: Indians should be like us. But while Indians may aspire to material
benefits, I don't think there is that much evidence that they accept our approach to
life in total. I think they want to see if they can find ways to use modern technology
within their cultural value system. They aspire to economic independence, but
perhaps in ways which are somewhat different.
However, more importantly, I am sure that they would feel that this is all beside
the point. They might suggest that if we respected their original rights or paid
reasonable compensation they would do all right. And they wouldn't call it dependency; they'd call it a reasonable return for what they have given up.
These differences in perceptions must be explored much more frankly and there
must be a greate.. degree of mutual understanding if we are to work out any kind of
basis for living together. On the non-Indian side, I think people must at least accept
that the Indian view is very real and logical to them.
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In their role in all this I think that government must proceed with a great deal
of patience and sensitivity. For one thing, it must bear in mind that these are not
merely commercial transactions or expropriations. The future of a people is critically
at stake. Furthermore, government has a special responsibility for Indians which
demands scrupulous conduct in the negotiations. The history of government dealings
through the treaties is one which perhaps casts a cloud over the situation from the
start, and government will need to take pains to ensure that in the current dealings
the record is scrupulously clean. To do otherwise would surely result in sowing the
seeds for future grievance~.

I

It should also be recognized that half-way measures are the last thing we need.
If we are finally getting around to laying a foundation for Indian development, let's
make sure the resources are adequate. In this regard, I think we should not be under
any illusion that Indian development can be accomplished cheaply. It will take a very
high level of resources of one form or another to do the job that has been neglected
so long.

Finally, on this point, I would urge the Government and native people to strive
for an agreement which is flexible enough to permit the necessary positive evolution.
I don't think anyone can draw out a detailed master plan for the future, and the
settlement terms should provide the greatest possible latitude for change. Rigidities
may only lead to a new set of problems.
In conclusion, I would suggest to you that the negotiations on land claims
provide an unprecedented opportunity to get at some of the important, deeply-rooted
problems and differences between Indians and non-Indians, and to work out a basis
for a more productive and harmonious future. If the negotiations are superficial, or
based on criteria which do not really reflect the needs and concerns of the people
affected on both sides, they will certainly fail. This is the time for hard thinking,
frank dialogue and imaginative approaches. If the difficult and uncomfortable points
are skirted, success will not be achieved.
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Earlier, in a letter to the Prime Minister dated the 16th of December, 1974, the
Commissioner had communicated native views on the place of native rights in
settlements:
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I am concerned about the proposal that the Government's primary objective in
non-treaty areas be to extinguish native title in return for compensation. As I -have
pointed out before, there is a strong Indian view in these areas that native rights
should be retained as much as possible. While I appreciate the problems in this, I
think it is not unreasonable for the Government to wait and see what they have in
mind. The exact nature of traditional native rights is open to question and it is not
inconceivable that agreements might be reached which would define modern rights
in ways which are acceptable all around. Perhaps this is what the Government has in
mind. If so, I am afraid the words extinguishment and compensation will not give
that impression. On the contrary, they will be read by native people to mean that the
Government's policy is to buy them out and terminate traditional rights which they
believe are still very relevant. The reaction to this will be negative and negotiations
may be severely hampered.
I appreciate that firm agreements must be reached and adhered to but I doubt
that we can write 'final agreements' in 1974 any more successfully than we·did in
1874. It seems to me that if we are to avoid the kind of constant 'reopening' about
which you have so often expressed concern, we need pacts that can be flexible over
time rather than final settlements which, if they fail, will result in confining and
constraining the Indian people rather than helping them to liberate themselves to a
new and better level of self-sufficiency on an ongoing basis.
Further, I resist the idea that claims issues are unrelated to ongoing problems of
poverty and social development in Indian communities. The Indians have always
held that these matters are inextricably bound together. Unless we can develop
claims processes which provide for fair, honest and open airing of the grievances,
efforts made for development will, in my view, have no more chance of success than
similar efforts in the past.

some retention of rights or, perhaps, the provision of slightly different rights in place
of the original ones. I am thinking here of the land, and hunting and fishing
provisions of that agreement. The provision for reserve land can be seen as a
retention of some small part of the land originally held by the Indians, and the
provision of hunting and fishing rights, exclusively in some areas and with special
rights on unoccupied Crown land in other areas, represents some sort of retentIOn of
original rights. The essential thrust, however, is the removal of the abonglDal tItle.
In contrast the Northwest Territories' Indians have made it clear that they are
thinking in ten';s of the fullest possible retention of their original rights. They have
indicated that they are not all that interested in compensation, but would lIke to
negotiate an agreement whereby their original rights are confirmed and strengthened
in law. Inuit people in the Northwest Territories have also given some indication that
they are primarily interested in land and land rights and may not be substantIally
interested in cash compensation.
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Through the James Bay settlement significant revISIons were made to the
project in aspects which disturbed the Indians from an ecological point of view.
There are very significant elements in the treaty regarding hunting and flShlDg
rights, and rights in perpetuity to land which, while not of reserve status, IS theIrs to
use. The monetary aspect has received more publicity because it sounds lIke a lot.
The question is whether it will be sufficient to provide an economic base for the
people there to make a transition from a hunting-fishing-trapping existence to
whatever other activities result from the creation of the power project and other
developments. When we talk in modern society about the cost of creating jobs as
being $50,000 each, then if one of the objects of the settlement IS to prOVIde an
economic base for the people in their area, one has to wonder if sufficient resources
are being provided. That is the real question about settlements of this type.
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Two comments by the Commissioner, the first made in Whitehorse in February, 1975, the second in Ottawa in the following month, contrast the way in which
native rights are being construed in the James Bay area and in the Mackenzie
Valley. The second excerpt is from a Canadian Broadcasting Corporation interview:

In the James Bay area the approach has been to remove aboriginal rights in
exchange for reserve land, cash and hunting and fishing rights. There are other
considerations in the agreement, but these appear to be the primary ones. Such an
approach might be described as one which does not involve a total removal of
original rights, with compensation, but rather a combination of some removal and

For our children tomorrow. Edmonton, January 15th, 1974:
One of the things that I see coming~and this is a personal prediction~is that
there will be comprehensive settlements across the North, and that these will put real
economic power in the hands of native groups. When I say this, I mean suffICIent
power for them to deal on equal terms, at least in terms of real clout, WIth other
people with significant economic power, such as Cominco, Arctic Gas, the Government of the Northwest Territories and the Government of Canada.
I think if I read the Yukon Native Brotherhood's paper' correctly, that this is
the kind of ~hing which is stated there: "Give us real economic power; permit us the
*Togerher Today for our Children Tomorrow: A Sraremenl of Griev.ances and an Approach ro Serrlemenr by rhe
Yukon People. Whitehorse, Jan. 1973.
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opportunity to make our own mistakes and you will be surprised at what we can do."

The primary procedure for dealing with claims would allow basic issues to be
brought up through provincial and territorial Indian associations and presented
directly to a Committee of Cabinet Ministers. The issues would be discussed in this
forum to determine if there is a basis for agreement. Through this process, general
principles and parameters for settlement mechanisms might be established. Such
agreements would allow detailed treatment of the issues to be delegated. In some
cases, this might require negotiations at a secondary level. In others, adjudication or
administrative machinery might be appropriate, while in further instances it might
be desirable to refer matters to the courts or specially-created arbitration tribunals.
In this way the settlement processes would be tailored to the issues and based on
fundamental agreements in principle.
To facilitate such negotiations, an independent, impartial advisory commission
is proposed. Basic questions would be studied by this commission, in consultation
with the Indians concerned and with the Government, and recommendations provided to the negotiators. In the suggested framework, this body would be essential;
otherwise, the issues might be approached in a stereotyped, overly-partisan manner
and a stalemate could rapidly develop. From past experience there is every reason to
believe that such might be the result. The views of an acceptable third party could
playa significant part in moving the debate to a plane where agreement might be
more readily achieved.
It is envisaged that the commission be composed of one person, acceptable to
both the Indians and the Government, with full powers under the Inquiries Act and
the authority to deputise other persons, also acceptable to the Indians, who might
enquire into specific matters on behalf of the commissioner. It is further proposed
that this commission have the authority to recommend on funding for the development and negotiation of claims. The commission would also monitor the operation of
any special settlement machinery arising from the primary negotiations and would
suggest modifications if the objectives determined by the Government and the
Indians were not being realized. In addition, the commissioner would chair the
primary negotiations to Jacilitate that process. Finally, the commission would serve
to help inform the general public on the issues. Given such a framework, Iildians and
the Government could focus especially upon the seminal questions of treaty rights,

Most of the discussions I have heard tell me that this is what the Indians and Inuit in
the Northwest Territories are saying: "'As a result of our prior claim to this
particular piece of real estate, give us a piece of the action and let us participate as

active members in this whole game. Don't push us aside as we have been pushed
aside in the South." If that happens, it will be tougher for developers and governments, but it could be pulled off. I think that the overall total benefits in the medium
and long term would be extremely significant not only for the native people involved,
but for all of society. The problem is that developments like the pipeline are
unfortunately very rapid-far too rapid, I think. The rate of change that is
contemplated by the native people is so frightening that they are not sure that it is a
desirable alternative. A dilemma.

IX

III

A Framework for Resolution
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The Commissioner's paper of April, 1975 to the Joint Committee of Cabinet
Ministers and Indian leaders outlined an approach to the resolution of native
claims:
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For most of the past five years Indians have been involved in research and
claims development and have not been ready to give much consideration to the
question of mechanisms for resolving the issues. Accordingly, the Indian Claims
Commission's efforts have been directed to facilitating the development of claims,
studying their historical, legal and contemporary significance and carrying out

the Government's trust responsibilities, and settlements in non-treaty areas.

discussIOns with native people on the issues. Negotiations have been encouraged so

The proposal constitutes a totally new and innovative institution for dealing
with claims issues. In contemplating such an approach, it is recognized that the
Government has already agreed to have Ministers meet with Indian leaders on
questions in the overall field of Indian affairs; but in both treaty and non-treaty
areas most Indian issues relate eventually to rights and claims and their resolution. A
close inter-relationship will have to be maintained between structures for handling
claims and any other procedures which may develop for satisfying what might

that pressing claims might be dealt with and problems more clearly identified.
A new stage has now been reached; experience acquired with claims already
submItted has convInced many Indian leaders that the machinery available for
coping with many of their claims is inadequate. They are not optimistic that any of
the InSlItutIOns or avenues presently open to them would be capable of considering
all the issues in a fair and just manner. As a consequence of this concern the
Commission has recently engaged in extensive

~discussions

with

representativ~s

of

appear as more general issues.

several Indian associations in an attempt to formulate mechanisms which might deal
with the diversity, complexity and volume of the questions involved.
One approach to the resolution of Indian claims has emerged from discussions
between. myself and Indian leaders from the three Prairie Provinces. In my view it
has conSIderable merit. Inherent in it is the opportunity to go beyond the problem of
simply settling Indian claims to the much more fundamental issue of achieving a
better relationship between Indians and the larger society.
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None of this is intended in any way to undermine the special role anD (2,
r.esponsibility of the Minister of Indian Affairs and his Department in these matters. V
Rather, it would permit the Minister to free himself and his Department from the
adversary-advocate paradox into which they are now forced.
Success with any particular structure for claims resolution depends significantly
on the approach. Patience and a concerted effort will be required to create
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confidence and trust. Uncertainty is unavoidable, for the issues are complex.
Consensus will not be easily reached and the process could be a long one. Some
would suggest that it should be available on a continuous basis, since there can be no
finality in Indian-Government relations, any more than there can be in those
between the Federal and Provincial Governments. The grievances of Indians can
'terminate' no more readily than can those of Quebec or the West; the issues are part
of the basic political fabric of Canada. And in many respects the process itself may
be more important than any agreements which might come out of it. The assistance
of a facilitator who understands the two realities and who has the task of making the
process function is therefore vital.
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There is a need for overall flexibility in these matters, for, if the ultimate
objective is to provide for Indian self-determination, the benefits of settlements must
be shaped accordingly. It is exceedingly difficult to know at any point in time exactly
what is needed to achieve this goal. While it will be necessary for both parties to
adopt the discipline of working out good agreements and accepting them, it is to be
hoped that within such agreements there may be room for necessary adjustments. If
this is not possible, the agreements may constrain future co-operative efforts. In this
regard, it would be very desirable for Indians and the Government to work towards
an ongoing pact, based on mutually agreed goals, which would allow for needed
flexibility. I am not contemplating continuous renegotiation of the basic issues, but I
think it is clear that if we cannot at this time create a more productive basis for
Indian development than we have in the past, the problems we seek to alleviate will
not only remain with us, they will be compounded.
The nature of the relationship between Indians and the Government must
become more co-operative and less impregnated with conflict. In areas where
original native rights have been irrevocably lost or eroded adaptable agreements
ensuring optimum native self-determination must be achieved. In areas where
original rights are still significant they should be retained as much as possible.
The history of governmental relationships with the Indian and Inuit people
suggests that the issues should not be dealt with as ordinary political problems where
the main consideration is characteristically that of balancing the interests and
concerns of various groups. In this case, there is a special, historically-based
Government responsibility which calls for the highest possible standard of justice.
This fact should raise the matter above the consideration of current political and
legal factors. If it does not, an important element in the conscience of the nation will
not rest. We will be left with a record of basic injustice in an area where the
Government has had, in the words of a Supreme Court Justice, "a political trust of
the highest obligation". Suspicion and cynicism will prevail and the basis for
productive development will be denied.
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In his address to the Canadian Newspaper Managing Editors in May, 1976, the
Commissioner discussed some important factors which condition the resolution o}
claims issues and outlined the new framework that had recently been developed for
negotiation of these issues:
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Rights and claims issues are very much an integral part of the overall politics of
Indian affairs. As such they can never be dealt with as isolated techmcal or legal
loose ends to be tied up. Nor can they be regarded as a separate module m the
overall management of Indian affairs. The issues will come forward as part of the
overall hurly-burly of Indian affairs politics and It IS m thiS context that they must
be dealt with.
For the most part, governments are now taking an inte.rested and res~onsive
position, although they are very much waiting for Indian Imttatlves I~ bnngmg the
issues forward. This, in itself, means that the issues will not emerge qUickly because,
while there has been extensive organization on a provincial and. natlOnal scale
amongst Indians in the last few years, it is still understandably difficult for the
positions of Bands scattered acrOSS the cou.ntry to be developed and co-ordmated mto
a shape which provides a basis for negotiatIOns at the provmclal or natIOnal level,
even though the frameworks for such negotiations are startmg to emerge. On top of
this some of the issues will remain dormant for some time, perhaps because there
are 'higher priorities or because it may be difficult to achieve a consensus on how to
approach them.
The Indian community within itself maintains a degree of democ.racy and
autonomy in terms of individuals and cO)llmunities .which is sometn~es difficult ~o
relate to the general Canadian pattern of centrahzed, bureaucrauzed and ngld
institutions. The need for Indian Bands to organize so that they can deal. With
provincial and federal governments is an alien and susp~tapproach III the traditIOnal Indian view, so political positions on thiS scale are diffICult to develop. I want to
stress, however, that they do develop and they usually are based on a great d~al of
consideration at the grass-roots level. It just takes time and I beheve that the time It
takes is well spent, because it is the individual communities which must .create and
live with change. While it would be administratively simpler to work thmgs out m
. some remote capital, this has in fact been an impediment to Indian progress to date.
While I think there is a general appreciation by the politicians and oth.ers w~o
are involved with Indian matters that it will not be easy to come to gnps WIth
grievances about rights and claims, there is also a definite resolve to develop the kmd
of negotiating frameworks which will allow the Issues to be approached m a
deliberate and organized manner. Some of these developments, although scarce~y
noticed to date, have, in my view, a tremendous potentlal. About a year ago, m
April, \975, a proposal for claims processes that had been developed thr~ugh
consultation between Indians and thiS CommissIOn was put forward to a committee
of federal Cabinet Ministers by the National Indian Brotherhood. The proposal was,
at that time, accepted in principle by the Ministers and joint committees were struck
to work out some of the details.
Then, in April of this year, the Honourable Marc Lalonde, together with
George Manuel, President of the National Indian Brotherhood, announced a Cabmet
decision formally to establish a Joint Committee composed of the NatIOnal Indian
Brotherhood's Executive Council and a group of Ministers whose Departments are
responsible for programmes which affect status Indian people. They also ~nnoun~ed
that the Joint Committee had agreed on new processes for d~ahng With Indian
claims which would include a Joint Sub-Committee of three Mlmsters and three top
Indian leaders, and the formation of the Canadian Indian Rights Commission, which
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is to facilitate claims and negotiation processes and provide other assistance and
support under the direction of the Joint Committee. I think that this represents a
totally original and innovative approach to dealing with basic Indian issues. Its
implementation should create a new negotiation-centred period of activity towards
Indian development.

As things develop at the Federal level, it will become increasingly apparent that
the provinces must become involved in some very basic and difficult policy matters if
there is to be any progress on grievances and claims. Recently, there seems to have
developed a significant interest and responsible attitude on the part of at least some
provinces and, hopefully, tripartite approaches to these problems will develop.
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This, then, is a general picture of some of the Indian rights and claims issues
and processes which are now slowly emerging. They will come to have increasing
political importance and many of them will open significant avenues to the bread and
butter issues of Indian Band development. I know that the press will be following
them closely and will play an important role in helping Canadians understand the
issues. I think that, to date, the role of the press has been helpful and responsible.
But if I may, I would from my own experience offer one thought which I think may
be significant in terms of the role of the media. I have found that it requires a
considerable effort to push beyond the cultural and intellectual biases that we
non-Indians have and thereby gain a better appreciation of what the issues really are.
I have had the great opportunity to gain a fair exposure to them and I am still often
amazed at how an issue that seems relatively straightforward at first sight turns out
to be much more complicated. This is, as I have said, basically because the issues are
not isolated matters but rather an integral part of the political-cultural situation
about which Canadians know very little. To understand Indian grievances and
claims, one must understand the broader Indian situation and this knowledge does
not come easily. Gaining it will require an extra effort on the part of the media and
anyone else who is involved. Otherwise, the situation will be unknowingly misrepresented and we will find ourselves initiating more problems than remedies.
What I believe is happening on the broad scale is that Indian people are
attempting to work out a new accommodation to the larger society which surrounds
them. Some are trying to do this through the medium of modern comprehensive
settlements, others within the spirit of their treaties. What is clear is that they will
not surrender their basic identity as a separate and distinct people within the
Canadian mosaic. Neither will they accept benign paternalism as the basis upon
which the new relationships will be developed. I am optimistic for the future of our
relationships with Indian people. But the road to a better future will not be an easy
one, and claims settlements, an integral part of the evolution, will provide many of
the bumps along the road.
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The necessity for a neW approach to Indian claims was noted by Dr. Barber at
Yellowknife in October, 1974:

I cannot emphasize too strongly that we are in a new ball game. The old
approaches are out. We've been allowed to delude ourselves about the situation for a
long time because of a basic lack of political power in native co?,munities. ThIS IS no
longer the case and there is no way that the newly emergmg pohtlCal and legal power
of native people is likely to diminish. We must face the sltuatlOn squarely as a
political fact of life, but more importantly, as a fundamental pomt of honour and
fairness. We do, indeed, have a signiflCant piece of unfimshed busmess that hes at
the foundations of this country.
I hope that we are psychologically prepared for this challenge. It has come upon
us rather suddenly and tends to shake the basis on which we have always thought
about our relationship with native people. I suppose, in a way, we tend to react hke
somebody who has been standing on the other fellow's toes for so long that we are
indignant when he wants to pull his foot out. I hope we can overcome thIS for hIS
sake and ours.

March, 1977

\

Lloyd Barber.
Commissioner on Indian Claims
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